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ABSTRACT

General mathematical models were developed to simulate either
steady-state or dynamic crystallizers.

Both models are capable of

treating product classification9 fines removal, multiple inlets and
outlets, arbitrary nucleation kinetics, seeding, staging, and sizedependent growth rate.

The theoretical foundation for these models

was the general macroscopic population balance.
Each mathematical model was translated into an efficient and
convenient computer program which retained all the generality of the
mathematical expressions.

In addition, a third computer routine was

developed in-which a multivariable search routine was combined with the
steady-state program.

This third routine provided direct parameter

evaluation within the steady-state model and was used to answer the
question, "What are the required conditions for synthesizing a given
crystal-size distribution?"
Four studies were presented illustrating the steady-state
program and the parameter evaluation routine.

In the first study the

computer calculated population distribution was compared with actual
data for the case of complex classification.

The second case illustrated

how the search routine permits the rapid determination of nuclei density
for both the MSMPR crystailizer and for crystallizers with mathematic
ally describable configurations.

In the third example, the search

routine was used to study various size-dependent growth rate models and

,
to evaluate the adjustable parameters within these models»

X
The fourth

case illustrated how the search routine is used to synthesize a
particle-size distribution, that is, to calculate design parameters
necessary for producing crystal-size distributions (CSD) with various
means and coefficients of variation,
Crystallizer dynamics were studied using the computerized
dynamic model.

Four different crystallizer configurations were

simulated and each was subjected to a step change in production rate.
The resulting dynamic behavior was analyzed in terms of the first four
moments of the distribution and the time varying weight distributions.
These dynamic responses were presented as a three dimensional response
surface.

The four crystallizer types studied were the Mixed Suspension

Mixed Product Removal (MSMPR) crystallizer, the fines removal crystal
lizer, the classified product crystallizer, and the combined fines
removal, classified product crystallizer.

Sustained cycling of CSD

in a MSMPR crystallizer was computationally demonstrated.

The computa

tional conditions producing this CSD instability agreed exactly with
previous linearized theoretical analyses of the unstable MSMPR crystal
lizer.

CHAPTER 1

THE EVOLUTION OF CRYSTALLIZER SIMULATION

Mathematical modeling and computer simulation of continuous,
backmixed crys.tallizers has evolved to a highly sophisticated form of
engineering science; however, previous models and studies have been
limited to specific crystallizer configurations or systems»

Capitaliz

ing on the limited nature of previous models, one of the primary goals
in this work was the development of generalized models which could
simulate essentially any desired configuration or system for both
steady-state and dynamic crystallizers. Overall objectives included
•advancement of present day crystallizer simulation capabilities and
investigation through the use of mathematical models of intrinsic
characteristics and crystal-size distribution performance of both
steady-state and dynamic crystallizers.

Specifically, the mathematical

modeling and areas of investigation presented in this work are:
. io

Development and computer implementation of a generalized
steady-state crystallizer model

2.

Development and computer implementation of a routine
designed to directly evaluate design and operating param
eters within the steady-state crystallizer model

3»

Utilization of these two routines in the study of fines
dissolving, product classification, size-dependent growth

rate, parameter evaluation, and synthesis of arbitrary
weight distributions
4. .Development and computer implementation of a generalized
dynamic crystallizer model
5o

Study of crystallizer instability and transients where
simulated systems include:
a. MSMPR crystallizer with stable nucleation kinetics
b „ MSMPR crystallizer with unstable nucleation kinetics
c» Fines removal crystallizer
,, d. Product classification crystallizer
a. Combined fines removal and product classification
crystallizer

An understanding of particulate systems requires some knowledge
of the following items: particle-size distributions; statistical
terms such as mode, mean, coefficient of variation; and key terms
such as shape factor, characteristic size, and crystal habit.
Irani and Callis (10) describe in detail most aspects of particle-size
distributions and corresponding statistical terms, whereas a current
general discussion of crystallization is presented by Randolph (20).
These two references will supply much of the necessary background
knowledge required for a more complete understanding of crystallizer
modeling.

'

Theoretical considerations for the mathematical models
developed in this work are based upon the population density distribu
tion.

Mathematical representation of this distribution function is

-

provided by the theoretically derived population balance.

The general

population balance as applied to crystallizer modeling is a hyperbolic
partial differential equation of the following form (18):

9n , 3(Gn) _ ^

^iknik

1.1

9?+ _ ST" J ~~V7~
The above equation is presented in the distributed form; however,

Hulbert and Katz (8) simplified this partial differential equation by
the moment transformation.

By eliminating the size dependency, this

transformation converts Equation 1.1 into a set of ordinary differential equations.

The j

th

moment is defined as

1.2

m. = / n(L-L°)^dL

The moment transformation does simplify the mathematics, but in
general the resulting equations do not form a closed set; therefore,
in this work the distributed form of Equation 1.1 was used in the
models, However, the moment equations have been very useful in
describing crystallizer dynamics for the Mixed Suspension Mixed
Product Removal (MSMPR) crystallizer.
The population balance is only part of the total mathematical
model required for crystallizer simulation.

In addition, one must

consider nucleation kinetics, growth rate functions, and material
balances.
Nucleation kinetics is the commonly used term representing the
nuclei density or, in a mathematical sense, one of the boundary condi
tions for Equation 1.1.

Determination and investigation of nucleation

kinetics comprises a complex and relatively new field of study.

In

general, the nuclei density depends in some way through secondary
mechanisms upon the. population density distribution (perhaps best
represented by various moments) and also varies with the supersatura
tion, the crystalline compound, temperature, and mixing turbulence.
At present, the nuclei density is related to these factors primarily
through empirical correlations.

The true physical relationships are

not, as yet, understood; however, empirical expressions are adequate
for crystallizer simulations.

Consequently, an important considera

tion in the development of the.crystallizer model is that the algorithm
be general enough to incorporate any type of nucleation kinetics.
A typical nuclei density expression is

n

where s = c-c

o

=

i 4
s m~ t

1.3

s

Crystal growth rate is another major element of the total
model.

The rate at which crystals grow varies directly with super-

saturation, thus coupling growth rate to the material balance.
different size particles may not grow at the same rate.

Also,

Therefore,

growth rate can be a size-dependent function as well as a function of
the supersaturation.

Once again, only empirical expressions are

available for relating growth rate to these quantities, but this fact
does not adversely affect crystallizer simulation.

A typical form for the growth rate expression is

G = G°(s) G*(L)

1.4

where s = c-c
s
In many instances, growth rate is not known explicitly; however, if
the production rate is available the crystallizer can be modeled by
iteratively solving the describing equations. Under this condition
growth rate is evaluated from the internal material balance and the
resulting expression for the growth rate is
2P
G = ------

1.5

PKA/onL2dL

•Randolph and Larson (22) were the first to present this growth rate
expression.
The final element of major importance is the material balance.
Prior to population balance models, crystallizers were designed by
combined energy and mass balances.

This combination, of course, pro

vided the production rate, but no information was given on the crystaisiz.e distribution (CSD) which in present design and crys tallizer
analysis is an essential consideration.

Further, if the crystallizer

deviated significantly from equilibrium yield this fact could not
be described purely with mass and energy balances.

'The material

balance is required in the overall population balance model because of
the coupling between supersaturation and nucleation-growth. rate
expressions,

The feedback nature of this coupling was first shown by

Randolph and Larson (22) in the form of an information? control loop
diagram.

Figure 1. gives a somewhat more generalized view of this feed

back and coupling which shows the possibility for coupling due to
secondary nucieation effects.
In this work and in the literature two different material
balances are utilized depending on whether the simulated crystallizer
is a Class I system or a Class II system.

Class I crystallizers

represent systems in which the supersaturation is measurable and is
used as a variable in the nucieation-growth rate expressions.

In this

case the material balance provides the solute concentration and thus
the supersaturation.

Many inorganic crystallizers do not exhibit

measurable supersaturations and are therefore designated as Class II
systems„

In this Case the degree of supersaturation is immeasurably

small and the internal production of crystals is assumed constant.
Yield is a function of holding time for a Class I system but is
invariant in Class II systems.

For the Class II system the nuclei

density is correlated as a function of growth rate instead of the
supersaturation, and the growth rate is evaluated from the internal
material balance as given by Equation 1.5.

In terms of the population

density the internal material balance is

P =

P&A
2

fco

q

I GnL2dL
Jo

or expressed in words, the production rate equals the growth rate
times the particle area summed over the total number of particles.

1.6
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Figure 1.

Naturally Occurring Feedback Mechanism for Continuous Crystallizers

Also Important in the overall study and understanding of
crystallizer simulation is the field of crystallizer dynamics 9 or
unsteady-state crystallizer behavior.

This area of simulation is of

particular interest because the population balance can predict system
instability.

Specifically9 linear stability analysis of the moment

equations has indicated that crystallizers could under certain condi
tions oscillate indefinitely.

Numerous studies have investigated this

type of inherent instability.

The two feedback loops shown in Figure 1

provide a qualitative explanation for this type of cyclic instability.
Previous studies have not included the feedback loop for the secondary
nucleation effects shown as a function of the GSD moments.

The models

developed herein can treat this effect of secondary nucleation.
Transient crystallizer behavior is part of the overall study
of dynamic crystallizers.

Transient oscillations decay with time

whereas instability causes undamped cyclic oscillations.

A basically

stable crystallizer will oscillate as an underdamped system when
subjected to upsets or perturbations.

Both crystallizer instability

and transients were simulated by the dynamic CSD model developed in
this work.

The two following sections discuss previous steady-state

and dynamic crystallizer studies.

Steady-State Crystallizer Studies
The population balance as applied to the study of crystallizers
was first written by Bransom and Dunning (2) in 1949.

They were

primarily interested in studying nucleation kinetics rather than

9
mathematically simulating crystallizers, but their work did form the
technical basis for subsequent crystallizer modelingSaeman (25) in 1956 initiated the evolution of crystallizer
modeling by mathematically describing the distributions produced by a
Mixed Suspension Mixed Product Removal (MSMPR) crystallizer.

This

type of crystallizer is the least complex crystallizer configuration
and is generally referred to as the MSMPR crystallizer.

Mathematical

representation of this crystallizer at steady state is expressed by
the following ordinary differential equation
• dn
dL

n
" GT

and the well known exponential solution for the population density
function is

1.8

Subsequent to this initial modeling, numerous studies have been
conducted representing a wide variety of crystallizer configurations.
Robinson and Roberts (24) studied the slightly more difficult
problem of staged, MSMPR crystallizers.

Their model and analytical

solution were based upon the simplifying assumption that nucleation
occurred only in the first stage.

The population density expression

for the k ^ stage is

\

o k-1
n1 x
exp(-x)
(k-D!

1.9

10
In 19629 Randolph and Larson (22) rigorously derived a general
form of the population balance along a single size axis and solved the
problem of the staged, MSMPR crystallizer with the less restrictive
assumption of arbitrary nucleation in each stage.

The population

density expression for this more general case is

= exp(-x)

where x = L/GT

% u - i x3'1
(j-D I

1.10

■

Also in this work, the authors studied the dynamic characteristics of
the MSMPR crystallizer.

This phase of their investigation will be

discussed in the next section.
In 19649 crystallizer modeling changed from an art to a
technologically strong unit operation because of two papers which
formalized the study of crystallizers by rigorously deriving the
completely general population balance.

Hulburt and Katz (8) coauthored

the first article and Randolph (18) is credited with the second one.
Because of this fundamental foundation, subsequent investigators have
based crystallizer model development on the general population balance.
The validity and success of this equation in describing crystallizers
has been well verified in the recent literature.

In the following

steady-state studies, many important types of crystallizer configura
tions and systems were investigated through mathematical modeling;
however, each model was designed to specifically represent some" chosen
crystallizer type, i.e., the model described a particular form of

11
classification or some other definite condition.

Solution of these

specific models also became more complex and soon required computer
implementation.
The next advancement in crystallizer modeling and analysis
was an article by Randolph•(19) in which nuclei removal was shown to
1
increase the mean particle size s and product classification was found
to both narrow the size distribution and lower the mean size.

In

addition, Randolph demonstrated that staging lowers the coefficient of
variation for the weight distribution, but the dominant size can.either
increase or decrease depending upon the nucleation-growth rate kinetics,
Han and Shinnar (7) made a detailed investigation of the
classified product crystallizer and also modeled the combined effect
of nuclei removal and product classification.

Their calculations

clearly illustrated the extreme narrowing that can be accomplished b y ,
product classification and also showed that combined nuclei dissolving
and product classification can be used to effectively control the mean
size and coefficient of variation.
A more complex multistage model was presented Randolph, Beepak,
and Iskander (21) with which they studied combined staging and product
classification.

This combination also narrowed the weight distribution

and provided some control of the coefficient of variation.

Other

models such as that presented by Hulburt and Stefango (9) incorporated
two drawoff streams and seeding in the feed stream.

However, their

study was directed towards modeling crystallizer dynamics and thus no

12
information was given for the effect of seeding and double drawoff
upon the crystal-size distribution.
The'articles discussed up to this point have concentrated on
modeling different types of crystallizer configurations.

Since about

1967 investigators realized that previous population balance models
were not properly describing the measured population distributions for
certain crystalline compounds.

These incongruities lead to the model

ing and study of size-dependent growth rate.
Experimental studies of population distributions for certain
crystal systems have indicated that McCabe1s delta L law, which
represents size-independent growth rate5 does not apply.

Several

recent articles (1,3,4,20) were presented postulating size-dependent
expressions for growth rate and illustrating the effect of these
functions on the solution of the population balance.

In general, their

results showed that if growth rate increases with particle size, a
widening of the CSD occurs and conversely a narrower distribution is
produced if particle growth rate decreases with size.
All of the previously discussed steady-state studies have been
model-oriented.

Specifically, the general population balance was

simplified by incorporating a particular parameterized model represent
ing some definite condition such as staging, multiple drawoff streams,
classification, fines dissolving, or size-dependent growth rate.

The

limited scope of these previous population balance models pointed to the
need for a general simulation algorithm which could represent various
combinations or incorporate all of these conditions into one model.

13 •
In addition, an algorithm was needed which could utilize this general
model to calculate directly the conditions necessary to produce a
desired size distribution.

This meant that the algorithm should

evaluate the design parameters required to simulate a desired distribu
tion.

The work by Wolff and Larson (33) initiated the idea of

evaluating design parameters within the crystallizer model by means
of a search routine.

However,, their objective functions did not allow

them to synthesize an arbitrary distribution, and their model was
limited to the representation of simple staging with only two adjust
able variables.
The combined search routine and steady-state CSD simulator
program presented in this dissertation was designed to evaluate up to
■six adjustable parameters and allow complete generality in the
crystallizer model.

This routine will be discussed further in

Chapter 2.

Dynamic Crystallizer Studies
Since 1962, when Randolph and Larson presented an in-depth'
study of the dynamic MSMPR crystallizer, considerable interest has
been given to crystallizer dynamics,

As discussed by various authors

(15,20,26), industrial crystallizers can suffer from severe transients
and cyclic oscillations within the crystai-size distribution.

This

same underdamped behavior is also predicted by solutions to the
\

dynamic population balance when the nucleation kinetics are very
sensitive to changes in supersaturation.

These cyclic solutions have

been discussed extensively in the literature but at present have not

been verified experimentally by small-scalelaboratory crystallizers.
The industrial importance of modeling crystallizer dynamics is in the .
study and control of undesirable transients or oscillations.

For the

researcher, the dynamic population balance provides an accurate model
for simulating bench scale unsteady-state crystallizers.

Considerably

more information is obtained from dynamic crystallizer operation than
from the corresponding steady-state operation.

Therefore, the dynamic

model provides the experimenter with a means for testing and evaluat- •
ing nucleation and growth rate expressions which are then used in.the
design of large scale crystallizers.
Dynamic crystallizer models have been expressed either in
terms of the distributed population balance or as a set of moment
equations.

The distributed form gives the various distributions as a

function of particle size and time, while the moment equations express
total quantities such as number of particles, total length, area, and
mass.

Both forms of the population balance has been numerically

solved in the literature (22,23).

The moment equations have the

advantage of being less complex and computationally faster to solve
as well as being directly applicable to linear stability analysis.
The distributed population balance applies to all types of crystallizer
operations such as seeding, fines removal, and classification.

In

addition, the solution contains the complete size distribution rather
than total quantities.
The distributed form of the dynamic population balance was
solved numerically by Randolph and Larson (22) in a study of the MSMPR

15
crystallizer.

The authors used steady-state power-model nucleation

kinetics and considered the Class II crystallizer system in forming
their overall mathematical model.

Their numerical solution was obtained

by first order approximation to the time and particle-size derivatives
and their results showed that the transient behavior worsened with
increasing sensitivity of the nucleation kinetics.

The first order

finite difference solution method used by Randolph and Larson (22) is
not in general satisfactory; however, in this case their results
appear to be correct.

Wendroff (32) illustrates that first order

numerical solutions to the hyperbolic partial differential equation do
not converge under certain conditions to the true solution.
Subsequent work by Hulbert and Katz (8) in 1964 gave a formal
presentation of the general population balance and the corresponding
infinite set of moment equations.

These moment equations have become

a very useful means for studying and quantitatively analyzing crystal
lizer instability.

The authors also illustrated a method of using

Laguerre series to reconstruct the population distribution from the
moments.

The equations derived in this work laid the foundation for

many of the subsequent studies of crystallizer dynamics.
.In 1965, Randolph and Larson (23) solved the nonlinear set of
moment equations for a MSMPR crystallizer.

Their analog computer

solutions showed the effect of a step change in residence time and
nuclei concentration on the moments and growth rate.

Power-model

nucleation kinetics were used in this work and the dynamic internal
material balance was solved as part of the moment equations» In this

16
case the system was considered to be Class II, meaning that the
crystallizer concentration is assumed equal to the saturation concentra
tion; hence, yield is independent of retention time.

Correspondingly,

growth rate was related to the total crystal surface area and produc
tion rate, as was the case in Randolph?s and Larson?s (22) 1962
article.

An important result of this work was the calculation of the

stability limit.

The Routh-Hurwitz test was applied to the linearized

moment equations to obtain a quantitative limit in terms of nucleation
sensitivity.
The next development in the study of crystallizer dynamics is
the experimental work by Murray and Larson (16).

Experimental runs were

made to determine steady-state nucleation kinetics which were then used
in the moment equations to generate dynamic solutions under conditions
of step changes in residence time.

These dynamic solutions were then

compared with actual dynamic data and the results compared favorably.
The chemical system and crystallizer used in this work did not show
cyclic instability but clearly verified the existence of transients.
Timm and Larson (29) added to the previous experimental work by analyz
ing transients in terms of the complete population density distributions.
Experimentally, this was accomplished' by using a Coulter counter to
measure particle distributions.

This electronic counter enabled the

authors to measure very small particles and to take considerably more
data than was previously possible with the standard screening techniques.
The experimental population density was compared with computer solutions
to the distributed population balance.

Once again, steady-state power-
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model kinetics were used to represent the. nuclei density and the per
turbation was a step change in residence time.

The transients observed

in the experimental data were well simulated by the computer model*
These last two studies have experimentally verified the dynamic popula
tion balance as an accurate description of the MSMPR crystallizer.
The most significant work in. the area of crystallizer instabil
ity is that of Sherwin9 Shinnar, and Katz (26,27).

In their first

article, the.authors'Utilized the basic moment equations presented by
Hulburt and Katz (8) to perform extensive studies of the MSMPR
crystallizer system.

In this article they investigated the dynamics

of the MSMPR system by transforming the moment equations into dimensionless variables and then linearizing them for stability analysis.

This

linearized model was tested for stability by the Routh-Eorwitz criterion
and stability regions were calculated.

Their results for the simple

MSMPR Class II system were the same as those obtained by Randolph and
Larson (23) in 1965.

The authors also extended their analysis to

include the effects of seeding, fines removal, and size-dependent growth
rate.

Seeding and fines removal were assumed to occur only at the

nuclei size, thus simplifying the mathematics, but not representing
the true physics of an operating crystallizer.

Also the authors

showed the effect of size-dependent growth rate on the stability limit.
These results indicated that seeding, fines removal, and increasing
growth rate with particle size all tended to decrease the adverse
effect of transients.

In their second article, the authors modeled

the classified product crystallizer.

This model assumed ideal
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classification and required solution of the distributed population
balance in conjunction with the dynamic material balance since the
moment equations do not form a closed set in this case.

This model

was then linearized and a stability region was calculated.

As a

verification of the linear stability analysis, the nonlinear model
was also investigated.

Good agreement was found between these models.

The major result of this study is that product classification was shown
to strongly decrease the stability region as compared with the region
of MSMPR crystallizers.
Nyvlt and Mullin (17.) have also entered the study of crystailizer dynamics.

They illustrated the instability of the dynamic MSMPR

model by differentiating the dynamic material balance with respect to
time, thus forming a second order differential equation which was then
analyzed for instability by the standard techniques used in studying
ordinary differential equations.
In the more advanced studies of crystallizer dynamics,
researchers are continuing to.model more complex and realistic operat
ing conditions, As more realistic fines removal and product classifi
cation are added to the model, the moment equations no longer form a
closed set; therefore, the distributed population balance must be
solved.

Sherwin, Shinnar, and Katz (27) solved the distributed

population balance for the case of ideal product classification, i.e.,
where no particle removal occurred until the particles reached product
size after which they were instantaneously removed.
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Rulburt and Stefango (9) solved the distributed population
balance by assuming a parameterized analytical form of the population
distribution which was then used in evaluating the analytical moments.
The solution algorithm was designed to solve the moment equations
iteratively, in conjunction with the analytical moments and continuously
update the parameters until the analytical moments satisfied the moment
equations.

Fines removal was shown to increase the decay rate of

transients if the residence time was based upon the product flow rate
rather than on the total output.

Generally residence time is defined

in this manner, since fines removal is.often an internal dissolving
process.

In addition, the authors substantiated that for a Class'll

system the production rate remains relatively constant even during
strong oscillations in the crystal-size distribution.
Mathematical modeling of crystallizers has provided increased
understanding, better crystallizer design, and methods for crystallizer
control.

Surprisingly, almost no work had been carried out in the area

of crystallizer control until the study by Han (6) in 1969.

Han

investigated the effect of feedforward control on a Class I MSMPR
crystallizer.

He used the basic moment equations presented by Hulburt

and Katz (8) in order to develop a predictive feedforward control
algorithm.

In this algorithm the supersaturation was the controlled

output variable, feed concentration was the perturbation variable, and
feed rate was the manipulated input.

The simulated crystallizer

operation was greatly improved by the addition of the feedforward
controller for the cases where the equations are basically stable;

'
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however, no improvement was possible if the simulation was in a
region where the model equations are unstable.
More recently Timm and Gupta (28) proposed controlling crystallizers through a scheme utilizing variable fines removal.

This method

has the advantage of at least theoretically stabilizing an oscillating
crystallizer.

However, the primary drawback is that the nuclei density

must be monitored for the control of complex crystallizers.

CHAPTER 2

STEADY-STATE SIMULATION

Development of the Steady-State Model
Development of the steady-state crystallizer model begins with
the general macroscopic population balance.

This form of the popula

tion balance assumes that the crystallizer is well mixed and, in its
most general form, is given (18) as:

The population density, n, used in the steady-state model is based on
a clear liquor volume.

Therefore, the flow rates and the crystallizer

volume, V, are also formulated on a clear liquor basis.

Equation 2.1

is simplified to describe a steady-state crystallizer by discarding the
two dynamic terms and removing the birth and death functions which
represent crystal fracture; thus a properly designed crystallizer
having negligible breakage is assumed.

The resulting population

balance is
d(Gn)
dL

f

J

Qin j

2.2

V

The term Gn is now only a function of particle size; hence, the partial
derivative is replaced with the total derivative.

The right side of

Equation 2.2 can be expressed as two summation terms, representing
21
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input and exit population of crystals to the mixed suspension, thus
d(Gn)
dL -

^
nik
ik V

£

1
j

oj

2.3

V

where the term Q was taken as positive for flow into the crystallizer
and negative for flow out.

The. flow configuration represented by the

summation terms in Equation 2.3 is as follows:

Qilnil _
Qi2ni2
Qik*nik*

Backmixed
Vessel of Volume
V

Qolnol
Qo2no2
Qoj*noj*

The summation operations are best implemented outside the solution
algorithm.

Therefore, the following substitutions are made.

The input

summation term is replaced by

k?

i (nik " W
IXk

QiT “i

where n^ is the bucket-average population density in the combined inlet
streams, Q_.^.

Similarly, the output term is replaced by

n .-12
OJ

2.5

OJ

where the flow Qq_. is the equivalent mixed flow rate which, when
multiplied times the .population density in the mixed vessel, n, gives
the rate of particle removal in the j ^ stream.

We note that in
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. &

general

I

&
Q . f Z Qm ..

j Vl

j

j

oj

This

reduces

Equation 2.3to

d(Gn)
QiT ni
QoT n
— dL
=
V
~
V

\ ,
2 '6

Equation 2.6 and the overall steady-state model are more conveniently
solved in dimensionless form.

The following derivation illustrates

the procedure used to form the dimensionless population balance and a
summary of the required transformations is given in Table 1,
growth rate, G, and the output flow rate,

The

are treated asfunctions

of particle size, L, and are made dimensionless by the zero size
growth rate, G°, and the overall throughput, Q^, respectively.

The

dimensionless functions which

are

replace

G and

inEquation 2.6

r = G/G°
cw ■

2’7 .

and both functions are in general size dependent.

Substituting these

expressions into Equation 2.6 gives
~o d(rn)
QiT ni
G "dL" V

%

CW n

V

2 ’8

The remaining dimensional terms of Equation 2.8 are made dimensionless
by the following substitutions

T = V/Qb
2.9
x = L/(G

T)

y * = rn/h° where h° is the nuclei population density.

This results in
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Table 1. • Dimensionless Transformations and Groups Used in the
Steady-State CSD Model

TRANSFORMATIONS
y*

= m/h°*

r

G/G\

dimens ionless growth rate

y

n/h° 9,

dimensionless population density

?!
X

ci

= n^/n 9

dimensionless independent variable in the steady-state
.population balance

dimensionless input population density

= L/(G°T), dimensionless particle size
=

dimens ionles s input flow rate

c
p

dimens ionles s
to product

Cw

dimensionless equivalent
population balance

9

9

equivalent, output flow rate reporting

9

output flow rate for the

GROUPS
Prod = / G yxddx
o P
Susp = / yx^dx,
°

9

dimensionless third moment for the product
distribution
dimensionless third moment for the crystallizer
distribution
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C
w *
r— y

letting

2.10

= QiT/QB1 yj_ = ^ / n 0 yields

2.11
where

= y^(L),

an arbitrary dimension 1ess input population density.

The boundary condition is

y*(o) = r (o) — —
~o
h

= r(o) = — —
~o

= 1

2.12

G{

where h0 is defined as the population density of particles at size zero.
Equation 2.11 can now be solved directly for the population distribu
tion if the size-dependent functions 3 y^3 r 9 and

as well as the

scalar properties of growth rate, nuclei density, and clear liquor
volume are specified; however, this means that the production rate is
not known until Equation 2.11 is solved.
In many instances the production rate is known but not the
corresponding growth rate.

For this case Equation 2.11 cannot be solved

directly but rather requires an iterative solution in terms of growth
rate.

Under the condition of a given production rate and a defined

0
system there is a unique value for the zero size growth rate, G , which

will satisfy the production requirement.

In this work a solution

algorithm was developed in which both the total crystallizer volume
and production rate were assumed known.

Solution of Equation 2.11

under these conditions of known production and known total volume
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requires an expression for growth rate and clear liquor volume. These
additional equations are
PV
v " OTT-iy
i

I_

i 6

where

2'13
•

C(Qb p ^ n 0 Prod)

2 '14

= pK^ /“ n L 3 dL = (X) (|H|£)
/•CO

Q

Prod = / C yx3dx
o P
c I*00 . o
, . Susp = J yx^dx

The desired solution was then calculated by iteratively solving
Equations 2.11, 2.13, and 2.14, until the growth rate converged to a
preset accuracy.

'

'

This proposed general model contains the three arbitrary
dimensionless design functions
feed distribution y .(L).
~x

(L), C^(L), andr(L) in addition to

The dimensionless function C accounts for
w

size-dependent withdrawal of population and
dependent flow going to product.

[Note:

represents the size-

since crystals withdrawn as

product are certainly removed from the vessel, then C^>C^.]

Therefore

the functions C and C allow a complete descrintion of fines removal
w
p
and classification.
to be size dependent.

The dimensionless function r allows growth rate
The general algorithm was solved by computer

implementation as shown in Figure 2,

Note that the functions C^(L), '

C^(L), and r(L) are constructed off-line by the user from experimental
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data or from more idealized, representations of process configurations.
Thus the computer algorithm becomes model-independent and can simulate
every steady-state configuration or condition previously studied, and
combinations thereof, without forcing change in ,the central computer
algorithm.

Totally general (empirical) particle flows and kinetics

can thus be combined in this generalized solution of the mass and
population conservation equations to predict CSD under arbitrary and
realistic conditions.

Of course, such generality has its price, and

it is possible to lose a qualitative "feel" of specific process
factors as the realism of simulation increases»

Thus, there will

always be a place for more specific model^-dependent CSD simulations in
which the unique process configuration is neatly parameterized in the
model.

Synthesis of an Arbitrary Crystal
Size Distribution
Efforts were directed toward answering the question, "What
conditions (process) can be used to produce, in some approximate sense,
a given desired CSD?"

The problem of evaluating design parameters to

produce a desired distribution was attacked by combining the general
crystallizer model with a search routine and thus forming a parameter
evaluation program.

In general, the search routine repeatedly solves

the model and simultaneously changes up to six adjustable parameters
in order to minimize the difference between the desired distribution
and the distribution predicted by the model.

These adjustable param

eters must be identified with physical parameters and/or functions
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occurring in the general computer CSD algorithm.

The search program

is a gradient steepest ascent or descent routine which correspondingly
maximizes or minimizes a specified objective function.

Various types

of search routines would be satisfactory; however, this linear method
requires minimum computer time and satisfies .the mild error criterion
required for practical use of crystallizer design data.
Choice of design variables is based upon an understanding of
how the various crystallizer operations such as fines removal, product
classification, seeding, production rate, and crystallizer, residence
time influence the product size distribution.
functions,

The size-dependent

, r, and.seeding are used to shape the size distribu

tion; however, these require a given mathematical form which then
contains the adjustable parameters.

The production rate, volume, and

flow rate are treated as adjustable scalar parameters for shaping the
size distribution.

Ironically, the parameterization of the generalized

algorithm functions, C^, C^, and r , necessary to reduce the number of
search variables in the parameter evaluation program, forced a retreat
from the complete generalization possible in the computer algorithm
toward a more model-dependent simulation.

However, complete generality

in parts of the algorithm (e.g., size-dependent classification in with
drawal stream) can be maintained while parameterizing part of the
process configuration (e.g., fines removal system).

The examples

illustrated later in this chapter will show how this combined routine
can be used and how size distributions are synthesized.
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Fitting a calculated CSD to a desired CSD in some "best" sense
requires a quantitative objective function to be defined.

Wolff and

Larson (33) suggested three types of objective functions for use in
their studies.

These are the area average mean size, the coefficient

of variation, and the mass contained within a size fraction.

These

objective functions were useful for showing general characteristics of
the CSD such as the= minimum average size or maximum and: minimum
coefficient of variation that could be produced by the particular
crystallizer being studied.

However, the problem of producing a

specific distribution with a given mean and C.V. is not answered
directly by using the mean or C.V. as an objective function. ’
Two objective functions which do satisfy this problem are
suggested in this work.

The first objective function is the finite

sum of absolute differences between a desired distributed.weight
distribution and the model calculated distribution.

In more general

terms, the objective function is proportional to the area between the
desired distribution and the model calculated distribution.

This

objective is very similar to the standard Least Squares criterion.
The number of differences used in this work varied from 25 to 100
depending on the relative sensitivity desired.

For treatment of

experimental data, as will be illustrated in case study 1, relatively
few differences were used, approximately 25.

However, if a more

sensitive objective function is desired, as in studies 3 and 4,
additional points can be summed.

This objective function is propor

tional to the area between the two curves, and as the value of the
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objective function decreases a better fit is obtained.

Expressed

mathematically9 this objective function is given as

Q

k* ,
£ I "Ik " "2k

2.15

where 1 and 2 refer to the desired and calculated weight distributions,
This objective function contains complete information on the desired
distribution and a unique solution is obtained as the objective func
tion goes to,zero.
The second proposed objective function is the absolute difference between the desired and the calculated weight mean plus a weighting
factor times the absolute difference between the desired and the calcu
lated coefficient of variation.
corresponding desired value,

Each term is normalized by its

This objective function is given mathemat

ically as

,

Q = |(L1 -

| + Wk |( C . V ^ - C.V.2)/C.V.1 |

2.16

The weight mean size is the fourth moment divided by the third moment
and the coefficient of variation of the weight distribution in terms of
moments of the product population distribution is given as

2.17

This objective function does not necessarily provide a unique fit to
the desired distribution but may be more useful in comparing closeness
of fit as well as showing general trends.
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Steady-State Simulation Studies
In order to demonstrate the capabilities and usefulness of the
developed algorithms5 four applications were studied.

The first

illustrates how the general model is used to simulate actual industrial
crystallizer data for a system of relatively complex classification.
The second example illustrates with the use of experimental data how
the combined search routine and simulator model is used to determine
nuclei density from the cumulative weight distribution and to simul
taneously assure that the material balance requirement is satisfied.
Also, this example illustrates how to determine nuclei density for
systems that have measurable deviations from the classical MSMPR
crystallizer.

The third example illustrates the parameter evaluation

routine through study of size-dependent growth rates.

The program

works directly with the cumulative weight distribution which greatly
simplifies the investigatorTs efforts.
synthesis of size distributions.

The final example studies the

Four different weight distributions

were desired and the parameter evaluation program was used to calculate
operating conditions which would produce these desired distributions.

Simulation of Complex Classification, Study 1
This example shows how an actual industrial crystallizer which
has complex classification can be simulated.
and data come from an article by Canning (3).

The crystallizer system
The crystallizer is

shown in Figure 3 and the resulting population density distribution is
plotted in Figure 4.

As indicated in Figure 3, both fines removal and

product classifications are present.
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Figure 3.

Schematic View of Draft Tube Baffle Crystallizer
This figure was copied from an article by Canning (3)
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By considering the population distribution, the classification
functions required by the simulation program can readily be written.
The population distribution shows an accelerated withdrawal of fines
up to 90 micron

size particles and another accelerated withdrawal

beginning at 390 microns.

In terms of the model, the population with

drawal function, C^, was evaluated as shown in Figure 5.

Since the

fines which are removed in the overflow do not go to product, the
product classification function is different from C and is evaluated
w
as unity up to 390 microns.

Then, because of increased withdrawal of

large particles (in this case due to classification near slurry removal
point) which do report to product, the functions

and

and greater than unity for sizes larger than 390 microns.

are equal
Figure 5

.shows both the C and C functions,
w
p
The data presented by Canning consisted only of the population
density distribution and was insufficient to completely describe a
crystallization system.
and the functions

and

Therefore.an arbitrary set of data was chosen
were evaluated in proper proportions

according to the slopes of the given population density function.
Finally the production rate was varied until the simulated distribution
fit the given population distribution.

The computer calculated

population distribution shown in Figure 4 clearly illustrates the
interesting difference between the product and crystallizer distribu
tions which is caused by classification.

Canning1s graphical data was

not detailed enough to illustrate this effect.

The quantitative

information and results for this example are given in Table 2.
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Table 2.

Design Information and Results for Study 1

Parameter

Value

Design Information
Production Rate

400 Tons/24 hr day

Crystallizer Volume

50,000 gal

Residence Time

0.704 hr

Flow Rate

1000 gal/min

Shape Factor

1/0

Crystal Density

2.32 gm/cm3

Nuclei Den sity

126,000.0 #/(cm3 micron)

Solids Concentration

0.4244 gm/cm3

Growth Rate

4.73 microns/min

Results
Avg. Size Population Basis

23.6 microns (in the crystallizer)

Avg. Size Weight Basis

456 microns (in the crystallizer)

Coefficient of Variation

0.435 (in the crystallizer)

Avg. Size Population Basis

25.8 microns (in the product)

Avg. Size Weight Basis

500 microns (in the product)

Coefficient of Variation

0.389 (in the product)

Determination of Nuclei Density, Study 2
The purpose of this example is to illustrate how typical MSMPR
crystallizer data can be analyzed very simply to obtain nuclei densi
ties which can then be correlated with growth rates to assemble an
empirical nucleation-growth rate kinetic model.

The nucleation

kinetics can then be used for further studies of the crystallizer.

The

MSMPR data were obtained from Larson and Randolph (13) and consist of
three runs at varying residence times.

Two sets of the data contain

the actual weight distributions and the third set shows only the semi
log plot of the population density.
butions are shown in Figure 6.

The two cumulative weight distri

The derivative forms of these cumulative

distributions were used by the computer algorithm to calculate nuclei
densities.

The additional information of production rate, flow rate,

and residence time is required by the model to properly simulate the
crystallizer and thus provide a nuclei density which satisfies the
material balance.
The nuclei density was treated as an adjustable variable by the
parameter evaluation program.

The error criterion or objective func

tion, which was minimized, represents the area between the experimental
distribution curve and the model calculated distributed weight distribu
tion.

The resulting distribution curves for the two runs along with

the experimentally measured curves are illustrated in Figures 7 and 8.
In addition. Figure 9 shows the three population distribution curves
and Figure 10 illustrates the power-model kinetics relation.

The

resulting nuclei densities, growth rates, solids concentration, and
residence times are presented in Table 3.
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Table 3.
Parameter

Results for Study 2
Run 1

Run 2

Run 3*

Nuclei Density**
(number/cm3 micron)

4.99 x 104

7.74 x 103

4.33 x 103

Growth Rate
(micron/min)

1.45

1.155

0.891

Solids Cone**
(gm/cm3)

0.119

0.119

0.119

Production Rate
(gm/min)

429

214

143

Flow Rate
(liter/min)

3.6

1.8

1.2

Residence Time
(min)

15

30

45

The power-model kinetics is of the form n° = K^(G)'1’ ^ and the
coefficients are

= 5 x 103
i

= 6.13

*This run was not processed by the computer simulation since
the actual-weight distribution was not provided in the article by
Larson and Randolph (13).
**The nuclei density and solids concentration are presented on
a clear liquor basis.
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The data for this study were obtained from a MSMPR crystallizer and thus gave a linear population distribution curve when plotted
on semi-log paper.

The model was therefore set to simulate the MSMPR

system as the program searched for the correct nuclei density.

If the

system contained classification or if a known growth rate function
were available from other tests, the true nuclei density could also be
determined in a similar manner for this type of crystallizer.

The

model in this case would simply be set to describe the appropriate
classification or size-dependent growth rate.

Evaluation of Growth Rate Model
Parameters, Study 3
In the recent literature several systems have been shown to
deviate from McCabe?s delta L law.

This deviation appears as a

curvature in the semi-log plot of population density versus particle
size for CSD data obtained in a MSMPR crystallizer.

Canning (3)

presented data which illustrated this size-dependent growth rate effect
for Glauber’s salt and borax, and mentioned that CuSO^ * SH^O,
MgSO^ • 7H20 and alum also show this deviation.

Similar results were

reported by Genck (5) for a laboratory MSMPR crystallizer which was
producing potassium sulfate.

Genck’s MSMPR,crystallizer gave results

which followed McCabe’s delta L law for potassium nitrate but deviated
from this law for potassium sulfate.
such systems is well verified.

Therefore, the existence of

In terms of computer design and

simulation of a crystallizer, this deviation means that a sizedependent growth rate model will be required to assure valid results.

The problem of selecting a growth rate model has been discussed
by Abegg, Stevens 3 and Larson (1).

They proposed a two-parameter model

which met the following five desirable conditions:
lo

The growth rate model should be continuous in a region which .
includes L = 0.

2.

The growth rate model should satisfy the condition G f 0.

3.

The zeroth moment and all positive moments of the population
density distributions generated by the growth rate model
should converge.

4o

The model should be capable of fitting data which indicate a
growth rate proportional to crystal size.

5»

If the dependency of growth rate on size results from the
effect of size on the relative crystal solution velocities9
the population density distributions generated by the model
should not deviate greatly from the delta L law distribution
for small crystal sizes (1).

The proposed growth rate model is

G = G°(l + YL)b

2.18

where, b < 1 and L >0.
Abegg, Stevens, and Larson (1) conclude that this growth rate
model reduces to McCabe?s delta L law only when b = 0 and y = 1/G°T.
As shown in Appendix A, the second restriction is unnecessary and the
growth rate model contains two adjustable parameters which will reduce
to McCabeTs delta L law for any value of y when b = 0.
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Once the form of the growth rate model is selected, the problem
is to. evaluate the adjustable parameters from experimental data.

The

combined search routine and general simulation program is easily adapted
to evaluate these adjustable parameters.

Since insufficient data were

available to test this method, thedesired cumulativeweight distribu
tion was formed by the general CSD simulator program.

The potassium

sulfate MSMPR crystallizer system used by Genck (5) provided the basic
growth rate parameter values and required physical information for the
general CSD simulator.
, The parameter evaluation routine was then used to calculate
these two parameters directly from the cumulative weight distribution
data.

Initial values were required for all adjustable parameters.

The starting and final growth rate functions are presented in Figure 11
for, both the nonlinear and linear growth rate models.

The linear and ,

nonlinear models compared very well in terms of weight distribution.
Figure 12 gives a comparison of the constant growth rate weight distri
butions with the size-dependent growth rate distributions, thus show
ing that the growth rate model is definitely required to give a proper
simulation.

A quantitative comparison of the results for the linear,

nonlinear, and McCabeTs delta L law models is presented in Table 4
and the three corresponding population distributions are given in
Figure 13.
This study illustrates how a growth rate model can readily be
evaluated from a cumulative weight distribution.

The question still

exists as to whether or not a given experimental cumulative distribution
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Table 4.

Comparison of Linear? Nonlinear,
Growth Rate Models
Linear Model
G/G° = 1.0+yL

and McCabe’s Delta L Law

Nonlinear Model
G/G° = (1.0+yL)b

McCabe’s Model
G/G° = 1 . 0

323

320

278

0.576

0.54

0.5

67.1

67.6

69.2

C.V. Population Basisi 1.06

1.07

1.0

Growth Rate (G°)
(y/xnin)

4.23

4.07

4.62

Residence Time (hr)

0.25

0.25

0.25

Solids Concentration
(gm/ cm3)

0.0142

0.0142

0.0142

Residual Objective
Function

0.40

0.051

2.1

Parameter Values

Y = 0.000861

Weight Mean, y
i
'
C.V. Weight Basis

:

Population Mean, y

00 VO

.33
o o
1 II

-

*The actual parameter values used to calculate the desired
cumulative distribution are: y = 0.0176 and b = 0.15.

,
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requires a. growth rate model in order to b e .adequately described.

In

general, the question can be answered by testing the experimental data
in the search routine with various growth rate models.

In the case of

McCabe’s model, which is constant growth rate, there are no adjustable
parameters if the value for n° is taken as the extrapolated value
from the population density curve.

However, for all models a residual

objective function can be calculated and compared.

If the growth rate

model reduces the objective function as compared with McCabe’s case,
:

.

then such a model is probably needed.

5

The results for this study,

indicated that a linear model was adequate for describing the data.
Also, the need for a growth rate model in order to describe this data
is clearly shown by both the difference in the average weight mean
size and the residual objective function values between the constant
and size-dependent growth rate examples.

,

Synthesis of Crystal Size Distribution, Study 4
The need to determine various crystal-size distributions, CSD,
in terms of operating and design variables is basic to the engineering
knowledge of crystallizers. Marketing may require a specific CSD or
the equipment design may need to be optimized to produce a certain
product with a desired CSD.

Also, existing equipment may require

modification to produce a new product.

The need for predicting CSD

has been pointed out in the literature (3,33) but only forward simula
tion, which is basically trial and error, has been used in previous
computer studies.

The combined gradient search routine and the general

CSD simulator program discussed in this section provides a means of
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synthesizing distributions.

This combined program can be very useful

for solving a variety of problems, some of which have been presented in
the previous illustrations.

In this example, the problem is to

determine the proper dissolving and classification in order to make
four different distributions using the same basic crystallizer.

The

potassium sulfate system was selected and, according to work by Genck
(5), this system requires a growth rate model of the form .

G = G° (1.0 + 0.0176 L) 0,15

2.19

This size-dependent growth rate model was implemented as part of the
general CSD simulator in the four studies presented here.

For this

study nucleation kinetics were not used since they did not add to the
method and do require more computational time but would definitely be
included in an actual industrial study.

Therefore, the nuclei density

remained constant in all four runs. The physical aspects of the
crystallizer, such as flow rates, volume, and production rate, were
selected arbitrarily and are listed in Table 5.
The four desired weight distributions for this study consisted
of gamma distributions with means at 450 and 550 microns. There was a
wide and narrow distribution at each mean size with corresponding
coefficients of variation of 0.65 and 0.30.
tions are illustrated in Figure 14.

The four desired distribu

In order to make these desired

distributions, the amount of fines dissolving between zero and 50
microns was varied as was the particle size at which classification
occurred.

Two types of classification were implemented.

For the
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Table 5.

Basic Design Information for Study 4
Value

Parameter
Production Rate

0.25 Tons/24 hr Day

Crystallizer Volume

50 gal

Nuclei Density-

38.87 #/(cm3 microns).

Crystal Density

2.662 gm/cm3

Shape Factor

1.0

Flow Rate

1.0 gal/min

■Note:

The above values are constant in all four runs.
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1
2
3
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.
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0.18

MEAN
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0.30
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065
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0.10
0 06
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0
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Figure 14.
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Ln
Ui

narrow distributions, the product classification was an approximation
of cyclone separation where classification occurred over a size range
of L /VF to L /2~, and correspondingly, C and C increased from a value
c
c
^
w
p
0

of .1.0 to 3.0.

The classification point,

was treated as an

adjustable variable, thus giving a total of two adjustable parameters
for the system.

In. the case of the wide distributions, the classifica

tion consisted of a: step decrease in drawdown of particles larger
than size L^ and, similarly,

was an adjustable parameter.

The terms

C and C for this case^ decreased from 1.0 to 0.5 at size L . A
w
p
c
schematic diagram of the physical crystallizer systems, including
dissolving and classification, is presented in Figure 15.
;;By regulating the amount of dissolving and the point of
classification, considerable control of the CSD can be attained.
Figures 16-19 present a comparison of the desired gamma distributions
and the resulting computer synthesized distributions.

The results

indicated that very satisfactory fits were possible for the two narrow
distributions as shown in Figures 17 and 18.

The wide gamma distribu

tions could not be synthesized over the smaller sizes because fines
dissolving caused a basic form difference between the model distribu
tion and the desired gamma distributions.
illustrated in Figures 16 and 19.

This form difference is

A quantitative comparison of fits

in terms of means and coefficients of variation is present in Table 6,
while the resulting amounts of dissolving and points of classification
are also given.
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Table 6.

Comparison of Synthesized and Desired Weight Distributions

Run Number
Distribution Type

1
Wide

2
Narrow

3
Narrow

4
Wide

Desired Values
Mean Size, y

450

450

550

550

Coefficient of Variation

0.65

0.30

0.30

0.65

Dissolving Rate, C

Unknown

Unknown • Unknown

Unknown

Product Classification
Size, y

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Calculated Values (Objective Function 1)
Mean Size, y

443

430

525

532

Coefficient of Variation

0.57

0.34

0.34

0.60

Dissolving Rate,'C

1.18

5.25

9.19

2.68

Product Classification
Size, y

1039

421

476

1321

Calculated Values (Objective Function 2)
Mean Size, y

448

450

549

551

Coefficient of Variation

0.68

0.34

0.34

0.79

Dissolving Rate, C^

0.92

7.01

9.80

1.37

Product Classification
Size, y

910

403

557

716

.
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The choice of objective functions can influence the results as
was shown when Runs 1-4 were reprocessed using the second type of
objective function.

This second objective function operates only on

the mean and coefficient of variation as was discussed in the previous
section.

This objective function gave a better fit in terms of the

means, but for Run 1 the computer simulation required additional
nuclei density rather than dissolving.
additional nuclei is difficult.

The problem is that producing

Table 6 shows quantitative values

from these calculations'.
The particular objective function used will depend upon what
type of fit is desired.

The first objective function proposed is more

exacting and is certainly not limited to a gamma function as the
desired distribution.

In fact, any distribution including simple

empirical point values can constitute the desired distribution.

The

second type of objective function seems to be more useful for study
ing general trends.

In a true industrial application, the objective

function could easily include some type of profit constraint as a
primary part of the objective function.

In general, since the exact

desired distribution cannot be synthesized, it would be very useful to
produce the nearest distribution in some economic sense.

CHAPTER 3

DEVELOPMENT OF THE DYNAMIC CSD MODEL

The dynamic crystallizer model presented in this work incor
porates the same generality that was implemented in the previously
described steady-state model*.

The model describes crys tallizer systems

with time varying multiple inlets and outlets

seeding, fines removal,

classification, arbitrary nucleation kinetics, and size-dependent
growth rate.

1

It also simulates both crystallizers which operate with

measurable supersaturation, called Class I systems, and Class II
crystallizers in which the yield is independent of residence time,
thus implying that supersaturation is negligibly small, i.e., the
concentration in Class II systems is approximately equal to the
saturation concentration.

In general terms, the model consists of

the dynamic macroscopic population balance coupled with the appropriate
dynamic material balance.

The material conservation expression for

Class I systems is the dynamic concentration balance, and for Class II
systems the dynamic concentration balance can be replaced by an
internal material balance in which growth rate is equated to a function
of production rate and total crystal area.

This internal material

balance was first presented in the work by Randolph and Larson (22).

Dynamic Population Balance
The derivation of the dynamic model used in this work begins
with the following form of the macroscopic population balance
64

The complete derivation of the general population balance from a
Lagrangian view point was presented by Randolph (18).

Assumptions

!

made in simplifying the general population balance to Equation 3.1
are:

(a) well-mixed system, (b) no breakage, (c) constant crystallizer

volume, (d) slurry volume basis, and (e) point nucleation at size L°„
The. summation terms of Equation 3.1 can be greatly simplified
by the following substitutions.

The inlet summation term is modified

by averaging the population density in terms of the multiple inlets
to form a single pseudo inlet stream.

The input expression is simpli

fied to
*
1

k*

!

k* ■

1 (nikV
!•
k

where n^ is the flow rate averaged population density and
total inlet flow rate.

is the

The expression for the outlet streams can

also be simplified without loss of generality by making the following
changes.

The expanded summation term is

%

]

Qojnoj =

If each product Q0jn0j

(Qolnol + Qo2no2 Jr —

.

3-3

replaced by an equivalent pseudo flow rate

times the crystallizer population density,
term becomes

)

.

n, then the summation

Equation 3.4 can be reduced to

3.5

where

is the total equivalent pseudo flow rate.

or fines dissolving is present,

If classification

does not equal QqT and in general

is a function of particle size and time.

The following development

illustrates how the equivalent size-dependent flow rate, Q ^ , is cal
culated for an actual crystallizer from screening data and flow rates.
The configuration below represents a general particle segregation device, specifically, a fines removal and classification device.

.Sel

By forming the overall flow balance and the particle population balance
for this unit, the equivalent flow rate can be determined from measur
able quantities.
accumulation.
respectively

The separating device is assumed to have negligible

The overall flow rate balance and number balance are
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Substituting Q ^ n for Q0^n0j_ and substituting 0 from Equation 3,6 into
Equation 3,7 gives the following expression for 0 ^

%

;

ET +
Oi

The population-density is converted directly to mass fraction by the
relationship

m =

n(p Kv L 3 AL)

3.9

Making'this substitution, Equation 3.8 becomes

•

Summing

(

-

0

1

a

)

)

+

Q

o i

_

,

(L) over all exit streams gives the size- and time-dependent

equivalent flow rate, Q ^ , as a function of mass fractions and flow
rates, Various expressions for

can be derived depending on which

streams are physically analyzed.
Replacing the inlet and outlet summation terms, Equation 3.1
reduces to
3n

at

—
m
3 (On) = QiT ni, _ QoT n
3L
vT
vT

Equation 3.11 forms the basis of the dynamic model.

Je-LJ-

This equation is

then coupled either with the dynamic concentration balance for Class I
systems or with the internal material balance for Class II crystallizers
in order to complete the dynamic crystaliizer model.

Dynamic Material Balance

Class I Systems
The dynamic concentration balance for modeling the Class I
system must be solved simultaneously, with the population balance since
the two equations are coupled.

This coupling occurs through the nuclei

density and growth fate which are empirical functions of concentration.
Figure 1 illustrates graphically this complex coupling.

The. dynamic

concentration equation is also coupled to the. population density
equation.

This coupling is illustrated by deriving the dynamic con

centration balance for the Class I system.
The dynamic concentration balance expressed as a function of
the population density distribution was first presented by Hulburt and
Katz (8) and is the same equation as used in this study.

This equation

is derived from the three basic material balances which describe a
crystallizer.

These material balances are conveniently taken on a

slurry basis and require the following assumptions:
1.

nuclei do not affect the material balance

2.

constant crystallizer volume

3.

equal specific volume for the total feed and exit stream

4.

constant crystal density

5.

well-mixed system

The overall component material balance for both the solid and liquid
phases is
d(VT ec)
dt

■d[VT (l-e)p]
dt

3.12
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and the material, balance for just the solid phase is
d[VT (l-e)p]

^ -- —

'

co

'

= QiTCl-ei)p - 0o T (1-eo )p + SK^Vjp /oGnL2dL

3.13

Substituting Equation: 3.13 into Equation 3.12, applying assumption 2,
and rearranging terms gives

V lr + V ft

-

Q llV i

-

- 3KVVTP

/^GnL2dL

3.14

Multiplying Equation 3.13 by l/V^ and applying assumption 3,
= Q, gives

£it + C-ft= % [Vi - Eoc] - 3V /oGnL2dL

3-15

The clear liquor balance is used to obtain an expression for de/dt.
The dynamic clear liquor balance is

f t * I - (ei - %> - 3kv

3.16

Substituting Equation 3.16 into Equation 3.15 and cancelling the outlet
terms gives the following form of the dynamic concentration balance
,
Qs.
eu ! ^
(c± - c) + 3K^(/”GnL2dL) [c-p]
T

3.17

Written in the standard form for a first order ODE, Equation 3.17
becomes

de

|£+

! f i ei - 3Kv / > L2dL!
)_T-----

f 7 i Ji-3v C &i2dL
I c = -^------

3.18
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Equation. 3.18 can be expressed in terms of physical time-dependent
variables and population densities by replacing the clear liquor fractions,

and e, by their definitions.

Equation 3.18 then becomes

c
3.19

l-K /°nL3dL
\r o
Ifj in the case of fines dissolving, this stream is recycled.rather
than simply withdrawn, the dynamic concentration balance becomes

dt

e
3.20
£

The dissolved lines, represented by the last integral term in Equation
3.20, act as an additional inlet concentration term.
The dynamic population balance is directly affected by the
dynamic concentration through the nucleation and growth rate terms.
Growth rate is often correlated as a power-model function of supersaturation, that is,
G = k g (c '
or
G -

kg

<c/cs )i

3.21
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and the nuclei density is expressed either in terms of Volmer1s
model (26),

•,

n° = K 1 exp[K2/ln(c/cs)]

3*22

or Mier?s model (26),

n° =

K 1

(c - c p 1

3.23

Therefore, in general, the dynamic population balance and the dynamic
concentration balance were coupled as.illustrated in Figure 1.

The

expressions for growth rate, and nuclei density are simply ones which
have been suggested in the literature and do not exclude the use of
more fundamental and complex models. The generality of such expres
sions in terms of the overall dynamic CSD model will be discussed
later.
The model developed up to this point is specifically for a
Class I crystallizer system.

In such cases the solute concentration

varies with time and is an important quantity since growth rate and
nuclei density are expressed as functions of this concentration as is
shown by Equations 3.21, 3* 22, and 3.23.

Class II Systems
There are many crys tallizer systems which operate with a
concentration immeasurably close to the saturation concentration.
These are designated Class II systems and require a different form of
the material balance since the solute concentration is constant and
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approximately equal to the saturation concentration»

For the Class II

system, the dynamic concentration balance is replaced by an expression
relating growth rate to the internal production rate.

In order to

derive this internal material balance for the general case, it is
assumed that if growth rate is size dependent, then the function is
such that a constant value of growth rate can be separated from the
size-dependent function so that the expression is of the form

"

G = G° G*(L)

3.24

Utilizing this., assumption, the internal material balance may be
written as

.

■ .

:

pK G0v J “G*(L)nL2dL
PI -

""

2

3"25

Basically, the production rate equals the total crystal area times
the growth rate and the crystal density.

Solving for G° and replacing

K^-by 6Ky Equation 3.25 becomes

G° = -----3pKvVT/oG*(L)nL2dL

3.26

For the Class II system, Equation 3.26 replaces the dynamic concentra
tion balance.

In addition, for the case of recycled dissolved fines

the internal production rate, P^, is equal to the external production
rate plus the amount of dissolved fines.
becomes

Replacing P^, Equation 3.26
'
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co-

?E

+ ^ < 1

-

C >nL3dL

3_27

■ . 3pKvVT/“G*(L)nL2dL

The Class II system also requires a modification of the
nucleation kinetics.

Since the supersaturation is immeasurable in

this system, the nuclei density must be correlated with growth rate
and because of secondary mechanisms the moments are also required in
this correlation.

Nuclei density is generally correlated as a power-

model function of the form

n° = KN (G°):L(iak)j

3.28

Simulation of the dynamic Class II crystallizer requires simultaneous
solution of the dynamic population balance, Equation 3.11, and the
appropriate growth rate expression, either Equation 3.26 or Equation
3.27.

A summary of the major equations derived in this section is

presented in Table 7, and Figure 20 illustrates the equation flow
diagram for the complete dynamic model.

Boundary Conditions
The dynamic population balance and corresponding dynamic
material balance each requires an initial or zero time boundary
condition at the beginning of the solution.

Since the time axis is

linear, there is no loss in generality by starting the dynamic solu
tion at time equal to zero.

The boundary conditions at zero time

should in general correspond to the actual crystallizer conditions.

Table 7.

Summary of Equations for the Dynamic CSD Model

DIMENSIONAL

NUMBER

DIMENSIONLESS

FORM

+ - T (Cw +

«j c •♦•(/>- c ) 3 K v ^
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^
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q =

Cm *i

VT
3

,
^

P E = / > K v ^ )<Dq o p n L 3 d t
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Numbers refer to equations in Table 7.

Equation Flow Chart for the Dynamic CSD Model

If an actual dynamic crystallizer were being simulated, say between
times t^ to t^, the dynamic population distribution and corresponding
material balance conditions must be supplied at time t^.

This

information, especially the dynamic distribution, would be difficult to 1
obtain.

Another, alternative, useful in the study of hypothetical CSD

transients, is to begin all simulations at calculated steady-state
conditions, with the advantage that the steady-state equations can be
solved and thus directly provide the necessary boundary conditions.
In addition, the dynamic population balance requires a boundary condi
tion at the smallest size and for all time.

This boundary condition is

the nuclei density and is evaluated from the nucleation kinetics,
which in general are expressed in terms of system parameters such as
,concentration and the moments of the population distribution.

The

problem of determining boundary conditions is reduced to one of solv
ing the steady-state population balance and the appropriate steadystate Class I or Class II material balance.

The steady-state population

balance is derived by discarding the dynamic term in Equation 3.11 and
expanding the particle-size derivative.

The form of the steady-state

equation developed for the dynamic model differs slightly from the
previous steady-state model.

The steady-state population balance with

corresponding boundary condition used in the dynamic model is

The steady-state concentration expression for the Class I
system with no recycle is derived by removing the dynamic term and
solving for the concentration in Equation 3.18.

Therefore, the steady-

state crystallizer concentration is

V i - 3Kvp / > L 2 d L

%
C =

----------- — :
-----Vrjn

3.30

s. - 3K / GnL2dL
1

O

If recycle of the dissolved fines stream is present, the steady-state
concentration is

&
C

V i - S^p/'eVdL + ^

= — --

)nL3dL

;
------ 3K /°°GiiL2dL

3.31

VT

Since the concentration is unknown and coupled to the population
balance, the steady-state boundary conditions must be calculated by
iteratively solving the population balance, Equation 3.29, in conjunc
tion with the appropriate steady-state material balance. An alterna
tive method for determining this steady-state concentration is to
implement a search routine which seeks the unique value of concentra
tion that satisfies the known inlet concentration»

The calculated

inlet concentration is found by solving either Equation 3.32 or Equation
3/33 for ck . The respective expressions for

c.

are

In the case of Class II
is anunknown variable.

steady-state systems 9 the growth rate

The steady-state growth rate can

be calculated

by iteratively solving the appropriate growth rate expression, either
Equation 3.26 for non-recycle or Equation 3.27 for recycle, and the
steady-state population balance, Equation 3.29.

Alternatively, a

search method can be used to find the unique value of growth rate
which satisfies the known or desired external production rate.

The

external production rate is expressed as

fe■"S /XPnL3dL
The boundary conditions
theinitial calculations in the

3-34

discussed in this section constitute
dynamic CSD model.

These boundary

conditions can be of value in themselves since they represent the
steady-state solutions.

Therefore, the dynamic model makes possible

both steady-state and dynamic simulations.

Dimensionless Equations
v

The dynamic equations are transformed into dimens ionles s

variables for convenience and simplification prior to solution.

Pro

cedure's used in forming the following dimensionless equations are
similar to those discussed previously in the development of the steadystate model.

A summary of these dynamic model transformations is
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given in Table 8.

The dynamic population balance. Equation 3.11, in

dimensionless form is

!e + ^ h T = ciyi"cwy

3*35

For the Class I system the dynamic dimensionless concentration balances
for non-recycle and recycle are respectively
at

(C e.-a) z

di + —
.

li

•

r—

= (Cm£i V aDc)/£

3-36

.

•
j

(C e. -a) z

dl + - J!Lt

<Cmel V “Dc+V /e

;

3'37

The material balance equations for the Class II system are not
expressed in completely dimensionless form9 but several previously
defined dimensionless groups are used within the equations.

The

external production rate. Equation 3.34, used in determining the
steady-state growth rate becomes

PE = pKv (Scl4)n° Qb Prod

3.38

Similarly, Equations 3.26 and 3.27 are transformed to

G° -

G° . PE+PV

?I

SCl')a°
pQBct*

Equations 3.38-3.40 represent the semi-dimensionless expressions used
by the solution algorithm for Class II systems. The dynamic dimension
less equations were transformed by the same dimensionless groups as
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Table 8.

Dimensionless Transformations and Groups Used
in the Dynamic CSD Model

TRANSFORMATIONS FOR THE POPULATION BALANCE
y

=n/h°9

dimensionless population density

y^

=n^/h°9

dimensionless input population

r

=G/G°?

dimensionless growth rate

x

=L/(G°T)^ dimensionless particle size

density

= Q^rp/Qg > dimens ionles s input flow rate
C =Q™ /Qgj
^

dimensionless, equivalent9
to product

^w =^ o T ^ B 9 dimens ionless, equivalent,
population balance
0

=t/T,

output flow rate reporting

output flow rate for the

dimensionless time

TRANSFORMATIONS FOR THE CONCENTRATION EQUATION •
z

= (c-Cg)/(c-Cg),

dimensionless concentration

z^ = (c_-Cg/(c-c^),

dimens ionles s inlet concentration

0

dimensionless time

= t/T,

Sn ” Q/Qg)

dimensionless inlet and outlet flow rate for
the material balance

Dc =

dimensionless group

D

(P~Cg)/(c-Cg),

pCScl4)!^ n° Qb Rec
= ------------------ ,
r
(c-cs)

dimensionless recycle group

a

=

SKyT/^GnL^dL,

dimensionless crystal volume

a*

=

3KyT/QG*nL2dL,

crystal volume group

e

=

l-Ky/onL3dL,

clear liquor fraction in the crystallizer
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Table, 8— Continued

£i * 1"FV'o”iL3dL'

clear liquor fraction in the feed

£o= 1-VoCpnL3dL-

clear liquor fraction in the product

GROUPS
Prod =

f o C ^ y x 3d x ,

dimensionless third moment for the product
distribution

Susp = /Qyx3dx,

dimensionless third moment for the crystallizer
distribution

Rec

dimensionless integral representing the mass of
recycled fines

= /“ (Cw-Cp)yx3dx,
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implemented into the previously discussed steady-state model, except
for the addition of groups resulting from the concentration balance and
fines recycle.
The dynamic section of the model consists of the dimensionless
dynamic population balance, Equation 3.35, and the dimens ionless Class
I and II material balances.

Dimensionless Equations 3.35, 3.36, 3.37,

3.39, and 3.40 constitute the overall basic structure of the dynamic
portion of this model.

The dynamic model also requires rather complex

boundary conditions.

These are calculated from the steady-state form

of the(dynamic dimensionless equations.

The dimensionless steady-

state population balance is

S

+ 7 (CW + S )y = ciyi/r

3\41

with the boundary condition y - y0 where x = x . .
^
min
As discussed previously, the steady-state expressions for the
inlet concentration are used by a search routine to calculate the
steady-state crystallizer concentration which in turn is a boundary
condition for the dynamic concentration balance.

The steady-state

expressions for inlet concentration, Equations 3.32 and 3.33 in
dimensionless form are
(C e.-a)z+aD

v

—

Ys.

m x

c

(C e.-a)z+aD -D
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Equation 3.42 represents the non-recycle situation and Equation 3.43
contains, the additional term, D^, representing the recycled dissolved
fines.

z
The dimensionless equations are discussed further in the

numerical method and computer algorithm sections.

In addition, both

the dimensional and:dimensionless equations are summarized in Table 7.

CHAPTER 4

SOLUTION OF THE DYNAMIC EQUATIONS

Discussion of the Dynamic Equations
The system of dynamic equations used to formulate the dynamic
CSD model are complex and in general cannot be solved analytically.
Therefore, the solution can only be calculated by some method of
finite differencing and'corresponding numerical solution algorithm.
Standard numerical techniques can be sought after the equations are
classified as to type.

The basic and most complex equation in the

model is the dynamic population balance.

This is a first order

partial differential equation which is distributed in time and
particle space.

Coupled to the population balance is the material

balance which for Class I systems is the dynamic concentration equa
tion and is a first order ordinary differential equation.

For Class II

systems the material balance reduces to an integro-algebraic expres
sion.
The first step in determining a numerical method for solving
the population balance is to classify the equation as to type.

Linear

partial differential equations are classified into three types:
hyperbolic, parabolic, and elliptic.

Numerical methods for solving

these equations have been studied according to equation type.

The

population balance is a hyperbolic partial differential equation.
This classification is confirmed by transforming the population
84
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balance into the general form for partial differential equations and
evaluating the criterion for determining equation type.

The general

form for linear partial differential equations (11,12) in the previous
nomenclature is

and the criterion for determining if the equation is of hyperbolic
form is given by the inequality

AC - B2 < 0

4.2

The dimensionless population balance. Equation 3.35, is transformed
into the general form by differentiating once with respect to the
dimensionless size, x, and rearranging terms. Following this opera
tion, Equation 3.35 becomes

+ - S

- h E

- <i^+

3

where A = 0, B = y, and C = r. The evaluated inequality expression is

- T < 0
4

4.4

Therefore the population balance is hyperbolic and may be solved by
numerical techniques developed for such equations,
The dynamic concentration balance is easily recognized as a
first order linear differential equation as shown below in dimensionless form.
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(C e.-a)

d6 + ---I-"-- = =

3.36

Equation 3.36 can be solved numerically by any one of the standard
numerical techniques such as Runga Kutta or Predictor-Corrector (12).
The steady-state population balance9 Equation 3.41, is also solved by
the same numerical techniques as are used to solve the dynamic con
centration equation since both expressions are linear ordinary differ
ential equations.
The complete solution algorithm requires initial solution of
the steady-state population balance and the corresponding material
balance.

This provides the boundary conditions for the next portion

of the dynamic model which consists of the dynamic population balance
coupled to the material balance constraint.

The more complex numerical

techniques required to solve the dynamic population balance are dis
cussed in the following section.

All pertinent equations are summarized

in Table 7, and Figure 20 illustrates in flow diagram form these
equations for the dynamic CSD model.

Numerical Techniques for Solving the
Dynamic Population Balance
Wendroff (30,31,32) and Lax and Wendroff (14) have extensively
studied numerical solutions to hyperbolic partial differential equa
tions.

The numerical techniques presented by Wendroff are the method

of characteristics and Heun?s method.

Wendroff also discusses the

problems encountered by applying ordinary differential equation
techniques to the numerical solution of hyperbolic partial differential
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equationso

If the Euler-Cauchy method is applied to hyperbolic- PDE’s

with fixed time increment to size increment ratio, then as these
increments are reduced to zero the numerical solution does not converge
to the analytical solution.

The Euler-Cauchy method utilizes a first

order approximation: of the time derivative and a second order approxima
tion of the particle size derivative.

Further study of the Euler-

Cauchy method shows that the numerical solution does not diverge if.
the number of time increments increases as the square of the number
of size increments. However, under; this condition the solution is
unnecessarily inefficient.

'

Various investigators (22,29) have numerically solved the
dynamic population balance using first order approximations, They
encountered numerical instability and inefficient solution time as
predicted by Wendrofffs work.

Specifically, their solutions became

unstable as the sensitivity of the nuclei density boundary condition
increased.

For these studies, numerical instability occurred at

nucleation kinetic orders greater than six/

True system instability

does not occur until the kinetic order equals twenty-one.

Wendroff

has shown that an efficient and numerically stable solution can be
obtained by using higher order approximations' to the time and size
derivatives.

The first of these higher order techniques presented by

Wendroff is Heun’s method which is developed as follows.

Heun’s Method
Numerical solutions of hyperbolic PDE?s by higher order
finite-difference approximations have been shown by Wendroff (32) to
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be numerically stable and computationally efficient.

HeunTs method is

the first technique discussed by Wendroff and is based upon third order
approximations of the time and size derivatives. Heun?s method was
chosen for computer implementation in this study and will be developed
specifically for the dimensionless population balance.

The dimension-

less population balance as derived in the previous section is

H

+ ^

- °i7i - V

(3-35)

The finite-difference technique as applie’d to this equation can be
represented by a two dimensional grid.

Figure 21 shows the general

grid and corresponding terms used in numerically solving Equation 3.35.
Huenfs finite-difference expression as applied to Equation 3.35 may be
written as

y<X. ,ek+A0) = y (xj ,6k)+A6 [Ax-1

where

4.5

f = -ry
g = ciyi"cwy

;

Equation 4.5 is written in general form and the functionals f and g
must subsequently be expressed at each grid point as functions of the
dimens ionles s variables.

It is important at this point to recognize

the time and size dependency of r9 Ch , y^9 and C^.

These terms must

be treated as time and size varying functions in the development of
the numerical solution.

The functionals f and g evaluated at the grid

points as indicated by Equation 4.5 are

(9 )
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Figure 21«,

Solution Grid for Heim7s Method
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' [-r(x3 +
where Yj^/Z = y

f • 6k +

4-6

0k)+|^[-r(x>Ax,6k)y (x>Ax,0k)4-r(x^ ,6k)y(x^ ,8k) ]

+ ^ [ C i ( X j + ^ , 0 " ) y i (X j+ ' Y ^ ’ e k ) _ c w (x j + ^ s 0k ) y ( X j + ^ - , e k ) ]
The functional f evaluated at

:

J-l/x

is

■ ^ = I - r ( x . - f , e k + f ) y^ / 2
h

where 7 ^ 1/ 2 = Y

eK)+:||j[-r(xj »0k)y Cx^.,0K)+r (x^-Ax, 0k)y (x^-Ax, 0k ) ]

+f [ci (X . - f ,9k)yi (x.-f,0k )-Cw (x.-f, 0k )y (x.-f, 0k) ]

The final functional9 g^l/ 2^ expressed in terms of system variables
is
SjTl/2 = G. (xj ,6k+ ^ - ) y 1 (Xj ,6k+ | ^ ) -Cw (x.,6k+ ^ - )

{y (xj ,Gk)+^g[-r (xj+ X ’0k)y <xj+T ’ek)+
4.8
r (Xj-^, 0k )y (Xj-~,0k) >y-[C1 (Xj ,0k)y^ (Xj ,0k )-

C (x ,0k)y(x ,0^)]}
W J •
J
The finite-difference equations presented here represent Heun’s method
as applied to the population balance.

The general computational grid

k-f-1
for calculating a single point, y(x_.,0
), is shown in Figure 21.
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The values of y at the half sizes along the k rows are calculated in
this work by linear interpolation.

Computationally, the half values

along the size axis= are expressed as

yj+l/2 “ ':L/2(yj-+ y j+l)

4"9

The last point in each row cannot be calculated by Heun’s method
since the size derivative is represented by a second order finitedifference approximation; therefore, the j* point in each row is cal
culated by linear extrapolation.

The slight error induced by linear

extrapolation does not affect the solution since this point is
generally well outside the region of interest.

'

Wendroff (32) discusses Heun’s method in detail and proves
A0

that the method is convergent for fixed lambdas, X = — , and that the
solution is

numerically stable when the spectral

or equal to

one.

radiusis less

than

This criterion is expressed as

f” |r(Xj,ek)I<1

4.10

An alternative to Heim’s technique is the method of character
istics.

This method was not chosen

work but is

for computer

implementation

equally as satisfactory as HeunTs technique and is

developed in the following section.

Method of Characteristics
The method of characteristics provides a useful technique for
solving linear hyperbolic partial differential equations.

The method

transforms the partial differential equation into two ordinary

inthis

differential equations.

This technique is discussed in the literature

by various authors (12,30) and was shown to simplify the complexity of
solving hyperbolic FDE?s . The advantage of this method is that the
resulting 0DE?s can be solved by standard numerical techniques.
The characteristic equations for the hyperbolic population
balance are derived from the dimensionless form of the population
balance.

The change in population along the time characteristic can

be expressed mathematically by applying the definition of a total
derivative and the change rule.

This relationship is

The total derivative of size, x, with respect to time, 8, is by
definition the growth rate, r»

Making this growth rate substitution

and simplifying Equation 4.11 gives

If Equation 4.12 is added to the dimensionless population balance.
Equation 3.35, the resulting expression for the characteristic, dy/d6<
is

!e = Ciyi - (CW + H )y

4.13

The primary characteristic equation is Equation 4.13, and the second
characteristic equation is the growth rate relationship

Equations 4,13 and 4,14 form a set of ordinary differential equations
which can be solved, simultaneously to give the time- and size-dependent
population density function, y .

The solution is obtained along the

characteristic vectors which are expressed by Equation 4.14 and shown
in Figure 22. ;The desired rectangular grid solution is then formed by
interpolation along the rows.

;

'

’ Analytical Solution

The dynamic population balance can be solved analytically
under certain restricted conditions.

The conditions assumed in this

work are that the population balance be decoupled from the material
balance and that the variable coefficients be time independent.

This

last restriction may not be necessary in general but was assumed in
this case.

Under these conditions the general solution for the

dimension1ess population balance can be expressed in the Laplace domain
as
ip(s9x )

= exp (-E) [/exp (H) adx + 1exp (H) i (s ,x) -/exp (H) adx |

]

4.15

where

r

/Vi

a = i—

,)

.

y(o,x) J /r

Since. Equation 4.15 is decoupled from the material balance, the solu
tion is not applicable to the general study of dynamic crystallizers.
The analytical solution is primarily useful as a check on the
accuracy of the numerical integration of the population balance.

As a

check in this work the analytical solution was evaluated for the MSMPR
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•
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i
i
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<
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case with a step increase from one to two in the drawdown rate,. C ,•
and then was. compared with the numerical solution at various times.
The conditions for the analytical solution are
yi = 0

C = 2 at 0 = 0+
w
r

= 1

y(0-,x) = exp(-x)
^(s,0) = 1/s

Implementing these conditions into Equation 4.15 and taking the Laplace
inverse, the resulting solution is

y(6,x) = exp(x+9)-U(0-x){exp[-(9~x)-l}exp(-2x)

where U is the unit step function.

4.16

The numerical solution was calcu

lated from Heun1s method and it agreed for all points in time with the
analytical solution.
More complex cases can theoretically be studied by Equation
4.15 but problems are encountered in taking the Laplace inverse.

CHAPTER 5

COMPUTER ALGORITHM FOR THE DYNAMIC CSD MODEL

The previously developed dynamic CSD model consists of a
complicated system of equations which in general are too complex for
analytical analysis; therefore, solution of this dynamic model
requires a general computer algorithm. ■ The development of such an
algorithm represents a considerable effort and will be discussed in
detail.

General Description of the Dynamic CSD Program
The dynamic CSD computer program was designed to provide the
same generality which was built into the dynamic CSD model, and in
addition provide the user with a program that could simulate the
various desired crystallizer conditions and configurations with a
minimum number of modifications to the physical program.
This program was processed from computer cards by the
University of Arizona's CDC 6400 computer.

The programming language

was Fortran IV and the required program storage was approximately
14,000 words.

The computational time varies directly with the .

simulated operational time of the crystallizer and with the desired
amount of detailed output information.

The dynamic runs made in this

work required approximately three minutes each compared with about
96

(
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twenty seconds for each of the steady-state runs.

A copy of all

software developed in this dissertation may be obtained through proper
arrangements from the Chemical Engineering Department at The University
of Arizona.

General Applications of the Dynamic CSD Program
The generality which was incorporated into the dynamic CSD
program gives this routine extreme design and simulation versatility.
The software package is capable of simulating all previously studied
steady-state crystallizer conditions and configurations as well as
extending this capability to the study of dynamic crystallizers.
Specifically, the program can treat size-dependent growth rate, fines
dissolving, classification, multiple inlet and outlet streams, seeding,
recycle of dissolved fines, and arbitrary nucleation kinetics.

In

addition, both types of material balances were implemented in order
that Class I and Class II systems could be simulated.

Flow rates,

seeding, fines dissolving, classification, and inlet concentration
are treated as completely arbitrary time-dependent functions. There
fore considerable realism can be achieved by such time-varying
functionality in the operating conditions.

It should also be noted

that the important case of staging can be simulated; staging is merely
a specific case of seeding.

The various cases which can be simulated

by this dynamic CSD program are illustrated by the information flow
chart presented in Figure 23.

DYNAMIC
CSD
PROGRAM

STEADY
STATE
CLASS I

STEADY
STATE
CLASS E

SIZE-DEPENDENT
GROWTH RATE

Figure 23,

DYNAMIC
CLASS I

DYNAMIC
CLASS E

FINES
REMOVAL

Application Flow Diagram for the Dynamic CSD Program

DYNAMIC
CLASS E
RECYCLE

CLASSIFICATION

Detailed Description of the Dynamic CSD Program
The general scheme used in writing this program was to develop
a mainline section which could function as the master control center
with branching to subroutines and subfunctions where complex calcula
tions could be made.

This procedure greatly simplified the mainline

program which then could be limited to three control sections.

These

control sections are the input routine, the steady-state routine, and
the dynamic routine.
Input information consists of the basic physical parameters
such as erystallizer volume, shape factor, crystal density, time and .
size increments, and initial scaling values of growth rate, residence
time, and nuclei density.

Also, the input includes complete logic

instructions in the form of integer constants which provide the
necessary branching information for simulating various desired cases.
The basic mode of operation can be either steady-state or dynamic
simulation.

Therefore, this routine can in general eliminate the

separate steady-state program discussed in Chapter 2.

However, the

steady-state program developed in the first part of this work contains
many conveniences which are not included in the dynamic CSD program.
These include the ability to read in empirical data points for the
various functions such as fines dissolving, classification, seeding,
and size-dependent growth rate.

The dynamic program requires that the

user supply in the form of Fortran statements all desired operating
functions.

These are added to the deck in a special section which

includes all such functions pertaining to the erystallizer.

The
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motivation for this seemingly less convenient procedure is that several
of these functions are both size- and time-dependent; therefore, read
ing two dimensional functions is too
supplied routines.

complex as compared to user-

'

Detailed output information is calculated in a separate sub
routine which is called from the mainline program.

This information

is essentially controlled by the user except for basic output such
as input data, normalized moments, time, growth rate, nuclei density,
concentration, and production rate.

The timing and amount of this

detailed output is controlled and specified by the user-supplied input
information.

The overall structure of the dynamic CSD program pro

vides flexibility and efficiency.
A summary of the structure and major sections of this program
is given in Table 9.

The mainline routines, acting as a control

center, branch to the various subroutines and subfunctions as the
calculations proceed through the program from the input section to the
steady-state solution and then into the dynamic solution.

The inter

connection of the mainline to the subroutines and subfunctions is
complex to illustrate but follows quite logically as the program is
executed.

The subroutines and subfunctions are also extensively

interconnected.

The bulk of the information required in these sub

routines and subfunctions is passed by common statements.

Subroutines

such as the integration routines are used to solve or integrate more
than one function by means of external statements.

These two pro

gramming conveniences greatly simplify and compress the overall program.

Table 9.

Mainline Program

Input Information

Computer Routines for the .Dynamic CSD Program
Primary
Subroutines and
Subfunctions

Golden Section
Search Routine

Secondary
Subroutines and
Subfunctions

Various Equations and
Specific Routines

...

Linear Interpolation
Routine

Steady-State Solution

Runga Kutta Integration
Routine
Simpson Integration
Routine

Dynamic Solution

User Supplied
Subfunctions

Output Routine

■
«
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The primary routines listed in Table 9 are worthy of further
discussion«

The Golden Section subroutine utilizes a powerful unimodal

search technique which facilitates the steady-state solution of the
population balance.

The unimodal function which is used by this

routine is formulated by taking the absolute difference between the
known value of inlet concentration or production rate and the calculated
value. . In the Class I system the correct crystallizer concentration is
sought9 and for the.Class II case the growth rate is the search
variable.

This routine1eliminates the.less desirable procedure of

iterating to obtain the final value

of concentration or growth rate.

The next important routine consists of the common fourth order
Runga Kutta technique which is utilized to its fullest extent through
operation on multiple functions.

In particular, this routine solves

both the steady-state population equation and the dynamic concentration
equation, and also integrates the population distribution to obtain
the cumulative weight function.

The second integration subroutine

incorporates the Simpson method and is used only when the total
integral of a function is required.

This includes primarily the moments

for the crystallizer suspension and the product stream.
The next, and most important, section is the user-supplied
subfunctions.

This section creates the enormous generality that is

inherent in the model and is limited mainly by the ingenuity of the
user.

The method used in developing this section was to compile the

total section under one subfunction with entry points for all sub
sequent functions.

This programming technique saves time and makes
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possible the location of all user-supplied functions in one compact
routine.

,
The final primary section is the detailed output subroutine.

This subroutine provides complete information on all aspects of the
crystallizer operation and conditions.

This information includes the

means and coefficients of variation for the various distributions, the
physical conditions of temperature, volume, flow rate, and time-*
dependent values of growth rate, nuclei density, supersaturation, and
solids density.

In addition, the complete weight and population

distributions are printed.
Graphical information is also provided in the form of eight
printer plots.

These graphs illustrate the cumulative and distributed

weight distributions, a semi-log plot of population density, the
population and product drawdown functions, size-dependent growth rate,
and finally, two dynamic plots.

These last two plots include either

the dimensionless concentration versus time for the Class I system,
or the zeroth moment versus time in the case of Class II systems and
the product solids density versus time.

This output routine constitutes

a large portion of the total program both in terms of computer time and
word storage.
The software and dynamic CSD program discussed in this section
have been tested extensively on numerous case studies.

The next sec

tions illustrate the simulation capabilities of this program by means
of five examples.

CHAPTER 6

CASE STUDIES USING THE DYNAMIC CSD PROGRAM

The purpose of this section is to investigate the important
facets of crystallizer dynamics by means of a distributed parameter
model and to demonstrate the utility of the Dynamic CSD computer
program.
The study was focused on five cases which cover the current
areas of interest in the analysis of crystallizer dynamics. The cases
can be characterized by the following descriptions:
1.' MSMPR system with, stable nucleation kinetics
2.
: 3.

MSMPR system with unstable nucleation kinetics
Fines removal

■.

4»

Product classification

5.

Combined fines removal and product classification

The five studies were made assuming a Class II crystallizer and in each
case the perturbation was a step increase in the internal production
rate.

This corresponds either to an increase in feed concentration or

a lowering of the saturation concentration.

Computer runs were designed

so that the simulated operation was initially at steady state, and
then at time zero a step perturbation was induced.

The resulting

dynamic operation was continued either until new steady-state condi
tions were attained or until cycling occurred.
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There are three basic types of perturbations or upsets which
commonly occur, and each has a different effect upon the transient
response of the weight distribution*

However the type of perturbation

does not affect the ultimate stability. These three basic types of
perturbation can be characterized as a change in nucleation and growth
rate, a change in flow rate, and a change in seeding.

The change in

nucleation and growth rate is also affected by the latter two changes
but is more strongly influenced by changes in inlet concentration and
internal production rate.

In this work only perturbations in the

internal production rate, which corresponds to the first type of upset,
were studied.
The significant results of these studies can. be summarized as
follows:
1.

The distributed model was shown to give consistent results
in terms of the MSMPR stability criterion compared to
previous work.

2.

Fines dissolving without recycle improved the decay rate of
transients.

3.

Fines dissolving in which about a third of the suspension
is dissolved and then recycled showed no improvement in the
decay rate of transients.

4.

Product classification adversely affects stability and
transients.
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5c

Typical cycling induces a multi-peak weight distribution,
i,e, , a bimodal CSD,

Such bimodal distributions are

difficult to filter, and can cause serious upsets in product
dewatering, drying, and handling.

Stable MSMPR Crystallizer
The. Mixed Suspension Mixed Product Removal (MSMPR) crystallizer
is the least complex and most widely studied type of continuous crystal-'
lizer.

This type of crystallizer was simulated first and used as a

basis for comparison with the more complicated crystallizer systems.
The physical design parameters which define the crystallizer
were chosen to represent a pilot plant size crystallizer and were
•maintained constant for the five studies.
sented in Table 10.

This information is pre

In addition, the form of the nucleation kinetics

and the required information on the nature of the crystals such as the
shape factor and density are shown in this table.

Further specifica

tions were made by restricting the studies to power-model nucleation
kinetics and to a Class II system.
Qualitatively, the results of these runs can be applied to
many crystallizers, but in general crystallizers must be treated on an
individual basis.

Therefore the adaptability built into the dynamic

CSD program should prove very beneficial in the quantitative study of
specific crystallizers.

As shown in these case studies, the dynamic

CSD program was found to be superior to the less complex moment models.
Specifically, the size-dependent weight and population distributions
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Table 10.

Design Information for the Dynamic Case Studies
Value

Parameter
Production Rate

166.0 gm/min

Crystaliizer Volume

20.0 liters

Flow Rate

1.0 liter/min

Residence Time

20.0 min

Nucleation Kinetics
(K^(G)**I-1)

3. 2x10^^(Growth Rate **I-1)#/cie*

Shape Factor

0.8

Crystal Density

2.66 gm/cm3

NOTE:

The kinetic order. I, equals 6 in studies 1, 3, 4, and 5;
however, for study 2 the kinetic order was increased to 21 and
in order to maintain the nuclei density constant for all studies
at approximately 1000 #/cm3]is
was increased to 1.26 x IQ38.
Growth rate, G, used in the nucleation kinetics has units of
centimeters per second.

can be calculated directly, and of more importance, the distributed
form of the equations must be solved in these studies since the moment
equations do not form a closed set for the complex cases of classifica
tion and fines dissolving.
The dynamic results from these runs were often best analyzed
by graphically viewing the normalized moments versus time.

In addi

tion, much qualitative information was derived by studying three
dimensional computer-produced graphs of the distributed weight
distribution versus time.

These graphs were constructed with various

viewing angles.and provided a clear picture of the paths along which
perturbations decay.

The perturbations travel as a wave along the

growth rate characteristic.

i

The resulting normalized moments for this run are presented
in Figure 24 and the three dimensional weight distribution plot is
given in Figure 25.

These figures show that the MSMPR crystallizer is

stable for nucleation kinetics of order six as is predicted by linear
stability analysis.

The first four moments are proportional to the

total number of particles, the total length, the total area, and the
total particle volume.

In this work they were normalized by their

respective steady-state values. From the moment graph, the decay
time required for the crystallizer to attain a new steady-state was
about 200 minutes.

Since the residence time, T, was 20 minutes the

total decay time was about 10T.

This decay period has been observed

experimentally in MSMPR crystallizers at The University of Arizona.
Also of interest is the shape of the third moment versus time curve.
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Time Varying Weight Distribution
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This curve rises smoothly for the MSMPR case but shows oscillations in
the case of classification, thus implying that classification affects
the dynamic behavior of a crystallizer.

Unstable MSMPR Crystallizer
In this study, as in the previous section, the basic MSMPR
crystallizer was simulated; however, for this case the kinetic order
for the nucleation rate was increased from six to twenty-one.

In

order to assure similarity among the runs the nuclei density was kept
approximately the same by changing the constant in the kinetic
expression.
The purpose for this run was to compare the results of the
dynamic CSD program to those of linear stability analysis.

The stable

limit for the MSMPR crystallizer was first calculated by Randolph and
Larson (23).

Their calculations showed that a kinetic order of

twenty-one or above will induce instability in the linearized MSMPR
model.

-

—

-

The results of this study showed that the distributed model
properly followed the stability criterion determined from linear
stability analysis.

Once again, the results are best illustrated

graphically through a plot of the normalized moments versus operating
time.

The normalized moments for this run are presented in Figure 26

and illustrate both cyclic instability and the proper cyclic period of
three residence times as calculated previously (26) using the moment
equations.
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Further .information was obtained by viewing the time varying
weight distribution by. means of a three dimensional -graph.

This graph

clearly showed that the dynamic weight distribution contains numerous
peaks and varies in width during cyclic operation.

Cycling of the

coefficient of variation was previously noted by Sherwin, Shinnar, and
Katz (26) ; however, since they were restricted to the moment equations,
they did not observe the multi-peak nature of the weight distribution
nor the decay of transients along the growth rate characteristic.

This

three dimensional graphical information adds to the understanding of
crystallizer dynamics and to the proper interpretation of the work by
Sherwin, Shinnar, and Katz (26).
The dynamic CSD program was shown to be consistent with
previous investigations and can be used effectively to study
instability as well as transients.

The price payed for using the

distributed model is the increase in computational expense, but this
is not prohibitive at present and with the continually decreasing
computer costs, the distributed model will be even more desirable in
the future.

Fines Removal
The addition of a fines removal stream is commonly utilized on
industrial crystallizers in order to increase the mean particle size.
The effect of fines removal on steady-state operation is quite well
understood; however, the effect on crystallizer dynamics is not under
stood and is of current interest.
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Leis Shinnar, and Katz (15) showed that fines removal actually
lowers the stability limit, but if the dissolved fines are recycled
the supersaturation increases, and with certain nucleation-growth rate
kinetics this will increase the stability limit.

Fines removal can

also be advantageous in that it improves the dynamic behavior by
rapidly decaying the transients.

Hulburt and Stefango (9) studied the

dynamic effect of fines removal without recycle and found that
increased fines withdrawal improved the decay of transients.

Their

resulting periods of cyclic oscillation were approximately six
residence times; however, they defined the residence time based on
the feed rate.

If these authors had defined the residence time based

upon the product flow rate, the oscillation period would be approxi
mately three residence times and could then be compared with the
results of other authors (15,26).

;

The objective of this study was to simulate with a realistic
model of fines dissolving the two basic process configurations used
for fines removal.

First is the case in which the fines are removed

by a separate drawoff stream, and second the more common case in which
the mother liquor from the dissolved fines is recycled.

The

transients for these two cases were studied and compared to the
results of the MSMPR crystallizer.
A realistic model of fines removal requires that increased
drawoff operate over a finite size range.

To reduce the complexity

of the mathematics many authors have assumed that the removal occurs
only at the nuclei size particles thus representing a point fines trap.
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In this study the fines removal model was designed to simulate increased
drawoff of fines from nuclei size up to 100 microns.

Such removal of

fines at a finite size affects the material balance.

Since relatively

large particles are removed by the fines trap, the normal production
rate is decreased by about one-third.

For comparison purposes the

assumed perturbation in production rate and nucleation kinetics were
the same as in the MSMPR case; however, the growth rate was increased
to meet the normal production rate.
This case was then analyzed in terms of the normalized moments
with Figure 27 illustrating the non-re cycle run and Figure 28 showing
the results in the case of recycled mother liquor.

In the non-recycle

case the transients damped out in approximately 100 minutes or 5
residence times, and in the recycle case the.decay time was consider
ably greater, about 10 residence times. The latter decay time compares
closely to the MSMPR crystallizer which was discussed previously.
Therefore, recycle of the dissolved fines tends to lengthen the
transients .compared to the case of complete removal of these fines.
These results have significant implications in the practical control
of crystallizers.

If fines removal were to be used as a manipulative

control variable, as has been suggested by Timm and Gupta (28), then a
process configuration with either non-recycle or controlled fines
recycle should be utilized since the desired improvement in transient
control is lost for the internal recycle case.
Simulation of the unsteady-state crystaliizer with fines
drawoff is a considerably more complex task compared to simulation of
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the dynamic MSMPR crys tallizer; however, such simulation is of con
siderable interest since the dynamic behavior and stability limits of
the former system differ significantly from the MSMPR crystallizer.
The generality incorporated into the dynamic CSD program clearly shows
its utility as the complexity of the crystallizer system increases.

Product Classification
Many large industrial crystallizers operate with a classified,
rather than mixed, removal of product-size crystals.

Such a process

configuration is primarily used to narrow the product weight distribu
tion and is often utilized in conjunction with a fines dissolver.
■ The unsteady-state classified crystallizer has not been
.simulated extensively in the literature because of the difficulties
encountered in solving the simulation model.

The common technique of

forming moment equations does not yield a closed set in this instance;
consequently, the distributed population balance must be solved if a
realistic model of product classification is desired.

A simplified

study of the classified product crystallizer was made by Sherwin,
Shinnar, and Katz (27) in which they assumed that the particles grew
up to some size without removal and then were instantly removed.

This

model of product classification simplified the mathematics but
represents a severe idealization of a classified product crystallizer
and is therefore of dubious validity in representing an actual
industrial crystallizer.
In this study a more realistic model of product classification
was incorporated with the MSMPR crystallizer.

This product
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classification model assumed that particles below some product classifi
cation size (300 microns in the calculations reported) were at the
normal mixed-withdrawal rate, and that all particles larger than this
were removed at an accelerated rate (five times the basic drawoff in
the calculations reported).

This model, wherein both undersize and

oversize are removed at finite rates with the latter removed at a
larger rate than the former, represents a realistic approximation of
the operation of an industrial classified product crystallizer.

Utiliz

ing this model of the classified product crystallizer a perturbation
in production rate was made and the resulting GSD moments were analyzed.
It should be noted that the distributed form of the population balance
is solved in this program and then the moments are calculated from the
population distribution.
The normalized moments from this run are presented in Figure 29
and appear to be similar to those obtained from the MSMPR crystal
lizer.

Two differences are apparent, however.

First, the transients

damp out more slowly as compared to the MSMPR case.'

Approximately 15

residence times are required for the classified system to attain steadystate while the MSMPR crystallizer reaches steady-state in 10 residence
times.

The second and more significant difference is that the third

moment, or production rate, shows oscillations whereas the corresponding
curve for the MSMPR case rises smoothly to a new steady-state.

Product

classification appears to form strong transients in the third moment
and also to increase the duration of transients in all the moments.
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The stability limit (in terms of kinetic order) for this case
was not investigated; however, these results showed that for a
nucleation kinetic order of 6 the system is stable.

One important

result of this study is that the more realistic product classification
model yielded a stable system in a region which, according to the work
of Sherwin9 Shinnar, and Katz (27), should be unstable.

They found

for their idealized; product classification model that the system was
unstable for kinetic orders of 4 and above.

Fines Removal and Product Classification
■
1 The objective in this study was to investigate the combined
effect of fines removal and product classification.
represents typical industrial practice.

Such a combination

Because of the difficulty in

mathematically solving this complex model, no unsteady-state studies
have been reported in the literature for this important and industri-'
ally common crystallizer configuration.

Simulation of this complex

system is difficult because the distributed dynamic population balance
must be solved, as in the separate cases of fines removal and product
classification discussed previously, whereas the less complex
moment equations may be used to model the MSMPR crystallizer.

However

the fines removal, classified product crystallizer is worthy of the
additional effort required to solve the distributed population balance
since this model is capable of representing many of the large produc
tion crystallizers such as the one discussed previously in the steadystate section and shown in Figure 3.
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Both the fines removal and classification models are the same
as described in the previous two cases.

The fines removal model

corresponds to a 5:1 increase withdrawal of fines between size zero
and 100 microns.

The product classification model represents a 5:1

increased drawoff of particles larger than 300 microns.

All of the

other parameters remained the same as in the previous studies except
that the production1rate for the case where dissolved fines were
recycled was ,!slightly lower; however, this did not significantly affect
the resulting transients which were distinctly different for the two
cases.
This study was divided into two runs in order to illustrate
recycled and non-recycled fines removal.

As in the previous dynamic

studies the results are compactly presented and easily analyzed in
terms of the normalized moments . Figure 30 gives the results for the i
non-recycle case.

This figure clearly shows that the system returns

to steady-state operation and that non-recycled-fines removal helps
to damp the transients.

In fact, steady-state was attained in 150

minutes, one-half the time required for the previously studied case
containing just the product classification configuration.

These

results again confirm the usefulness of non-recycled fines removal in
the direct improvement of transient behavior.
The more industrially common case of recycling the dissolved
fines was analyzed and shown to be considerably less stable than the
corresponding non-recycle case.

The normalized moments for this run

are presented in Figure 31 and show almost undamped cyclic instability.
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This behavior represents a.significant turn-about from the improved
dynamic response predicted in the same system when the dissolved fines
are not recycled.
Instability induced by recycling of the dissolved fines can be
explained qualitatively by viewing the recycle solute concentration.
A typical fines dissolver .consists of a circulating pump, elutriating
section, and heating coils to dissolve the fines.

The pump operates

at a constant rate; however, the concentration of fines and the result
ing solute concentration varies as the number of particles in the.
crystallizer oscillates.

Recycling this dissolved fines stream induces

an amplification of the concentration oscillations within the crystallizer.

As was discussed previously, the crystallizer solute concentra

tion affects the number and growth rate of the crystals; thus, the
recycled, dissolved fines functions as an additional dynamic input.
Several methods can be implemented to control the destabiliz
ing effect of the fines recycle.

First, a controller could be used to

measure the recycled concentration and control either the pumping or
heating rate.

Alternatively, the recycle stream could be blended with

the feed to control the total feed concentration.

In effect, previous

assumptions of a fines removal system which did not consider solute
recycle from the fines dissolver are equivalent to assuming constant
total feed concentration.
Results from this study provide designers and operation
personnel with insight into one very possible cause for cyclic
instability in large, complex, industrial crystallizers. Methods for
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correcting this problem of instability induced by recycle of the
dissolved fines are also presented.

The overall study shows that fines

removal can be used to improve transient behavior if the recycled
stream is controlled.

CHAPTER 7

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Crystallizer simulation is separated naturally by both
technical applications and solution methods into steady-state modeling
and dynamic modeling.

Steady-state simulation generally applies to

crystallizer design and analysis of operating conditions while the
dynamic modeling is more technically oriented and is used for study
ing crystallizer stability and transients.

Consequently, both the

body of the dissertation and this summary section are divided accord
ing to steady-state studies and dynamic studies.

Steady-State Simulation
A general, steady-state crystallizer model was developed
which provides a mathematical description of essentially all possible
continuous backmixed crystallizers. This model incorporates all
forms of seeding, multiple inlet and outlet streams, fines removal,
classification, staging, size-dependent growth rate and secondary
nucleation kinetics.

Utilization of the mathematical model necessitated

the development of a general computer solution algorithm which combined
all the generality of the mathematical model but did not require
internal modification in order to study various crystallizer configura
tions or conditions.

Application of this algorithm was illustrated by

simulation of a classified product crystallizer with fines removal.
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CSD predicted with this model agreed with previously published data
taken from a crys tallizer of the type simulated.
The second phase of CSD study using this steady-state model
focused on the development of a routine to evaluate parameters and
operating conditions under the constraint of producing a desired
weight distribution or satisfying some other CSD criterion.

This

routine consisted of the combination of the steady-state CSD simula
tion previously described with a gradient-type search technique to
provide a parameter evaluation program which could directly answer the
engineering question, "What conditions should be used to produce a
given crystal-size distribution?"
Three studies were taken to illustrate the application of this -routine.

First, the routine was used to calculate nuclei

densities from"experimental data.

The method was applied to data from

a MSMPR crystallizer, and the technique was shown to be applicable to
more complex crystallizers,

Second, the problem of evaluating para

meters from steady-state experimental CSD data was illustrated by
determining parameter values f#r two^ size-dependent growth rate
expressions, Finally, the parameter evaluation routine was used to
synthesize various desired weight distributions.

Specifically, the

amount of fines dissolving and the particle size for product classifi
cation were determined to produce four distinctly different weightsize distributions.
This direct parameter evaluation capability of the steady-state
CSD simulator has proven of value for solving the illustrated crystal
lizer design and analysis problems; however, care and insight are
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required to properly utilize this routine»

The results determined by

this gradient search routine may represent only a local minimum in
the. response surface; therefore, different .and more desirable parameter
values might be found by beginning the search with other initial values.

'

Dynamic Simulation

•The second part of this dissertation focused on the development
and extension of the steady-state work to the problem of modeling
.
!
•
time-varying crys tallizers . A mathematical model was formulated
utilizing the distributed dynamic population balance.

As in the

steady^state work, this dynamic model can incorporate into the solution
algorithm conditions of multiple inlets and outlets, seeding, staging,
fines removal, classification, arbitrary nucleation kinetics, and
size-dependent growth rate.

In addition, the dynamic model describes

explicitly the material balance for both Class I and Class II crystallizers.

A general computer algorithm was developed for solution and

utilization of this complex mathematical model.
Considerable effort was concentrated on developing satisfactory
numerical solution techniques for solving the dynamic population
balance.
ful.

Many previous attempts to solve this equation were unsuccess

Two equally satisfactory methods were presented in detail.

These techniques are the method of characteristics and Heun?s method.
The latter method was implemented into the computer algorithm and
tested against an analytical solution, and the comparison verified
numerical stability and solution accuracy.
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The dynamic CSD program was tested as a transient CSD simulator
and the dynamic behavior of five different crystallizer systems was
investigated.

These representative crystallizer configurations are

listed as follows:
I.

Stable MSMPR crystallizer

2o

Unstable MSMPR crystallizer

3.

Fines removal crystallizer

4o

Product classification crystallizer

5*

Combined fines removal and product classification crystallizer

Each system was subjected to a step change in production rate and the
resulting CSD moments were analyzed.
Analysis of studies 1 and 2 showed that the numerical solution
of the distributed population balance agreed with previous results
obtained from solving the CSD moment equations (23,26).

Results

from both solution techniques agreed in terms of the cyclic period and
the stability limit.
The results of study 3 clearly illustrate the destabilizing
effect of recycled dissolved fines upon.the transient behavior of a
crystallizer.

Recycling of fines in this process configuration

increases the decay time for the dissipation of transients and negates
the previously reported damping effect produced by non-recycled fines
removal.

Results for the non-recycle case of study 3 compared well

with those of Hulburt and Stefango (9),

Both investigations predicted

improved transient decay rate with increased fines removal, provided
the mass represented by the dissolved fines was not recycled.
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In studies 4 and 5 crystallizer configurations .were investigated
which previously had been considered too difficult for computer simula
tion,, - Product classification was simulated in study 4 using a realistic
model representation in which undersize were removed at the normal mixed1
discharge rate; while oversize were, removed at an accelerated rate.

This

type of classification was shown in study 4 to prolong transients and
consequently make the system less stable.

Combined fines removal and

product classification5 as investigated in study 5, was modeled with a
very realistic and industrially common crystallizer configuration.

Two

runs were made for this system illustrating the cases of non-recycled
and recycled dissolved fines.

The resulting CSD moments from these

two runs revealed that production rate upsets in the non-recycled case
are rapidly damped, whereas the CSD in the recycle case was undamped
and oscillated as in the case of the unstable MSMPR crystallizer dis
cussed in study 2.
This dynamic program proved to be efficient and general
enough to mathematically describe all present day continuous backmixed
crystallizers.

Hopefully, utilization of all three computer programs

will continue.

In conjunction with this goal, the next section dis

cusses possible applications and future research projects.

Applications and Research Topics
The economic need for researchers and engineers to utilize
pre-written software is becoming obvious.

In light of this fact, the

mathematical models and software developed in this work should be
used as a tool in conjunction with future experimentation, crystallizer
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design, and crystallizer analysis.

Numerous crystallizer simulation

studies can now be efficiently treated using the software developed in
this study.
The following topics are brief suggestions for future in-depth
studies.

:

Steady-State Studies
1.
' ■

_

The steady-state CSD program can be used to investigate the
‘ ■'
■
classified bed crystallizer.

Such classified bed crystallizers

i;

are in wide industrial use and have not as yet been rigorously
analyzed.
2. ; This program can also be used to study co-crystallization in
which two materials are simultaneously crystallized.

The

objective in such a co-crystallization process would be to
find process conditions (e.g., fines destruction, classifica
tion, recycle, etc.) which divide the two products into
separate distributions, coarse and fine, for easy physical
separation.

Parameter Evaluation Routine
1.

The parameter evaluation program could be used very effectively
as a design tool for all types of crystallizers from the benchscale to large industrial units.

Often the desired distribu

tion and production rate are known; therefore, the problem
would be to size and design the crystallizer.

The example on

synthesizing distributions illustrates the procedure.

'
2,
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The search routine could be combined with the dynamic GSD
modelo

This would allow direct evaluation of nucleation and

• growth-rate kinetics from transient experimental data.

Dynamic Studies
1.

Study the effect of secondary nucleation kinetics on crystallizer stability and calculate stability limits for various
crystallizer configurations.

2.

Study and determine the instability region for the fines
removal, classified product crystallizer using various
nucleation kinetics models.

3.

Investigate and formulate the overall problem of crystallizer
stability into generalized, results or conclusions.

4.

Investigate the possibility of multiple steady states.

The

possibility of crystallizers operating at multiple steady
states is an interesting concept and should be explored.

One

method for testing this hypbthesis is to pulse the dynamic
model at different steady-state conditions and determine if
the solution returns to the original steady state.
5. Test and evaluate control schemes using a modified form of
the dynamic GSD program.

Copies of the three programs developed in this dissertation
may be obtained through proper arrangements from the Chemical Engineer
ing Department at The University of Arizona.

NOMENCLATURE

.Roman Letters
dimensionless coefficient in growth rate expression
functional, as defined in Equation 4.15
birth function,
solute concentration in the crystallizer, M/£3
solute concentration at the metestable limit, M/£^
dimensionless input flow rate, Q^/Qg
dimensionless inlet and outlet flow rate for the material
balance, Q/Qb
dimensionless, equivalent, output flow rate reporting to
product, Q™p/QB
coefficient of variation, dimensionless
saturated solute concentration, M/£3
dimensionless, equivalent, output flow rate for the populati
balance, Q™T/QB
death function,
p —Cn

dimensionless group, -— —
c-cs
p (Sc&4) Kv n° Qb Rec
dimensionless recycle group, ------- ------- — —
s
functional, as defined.in Equation 4.5
functional, as defined in Equation 4.5
linear crystal growth rate,

1 /t

size-dependent growth rate function, dimensionless
factor in analytical solution of the population balance

.
i

general exponent

j

general exponent

k

general exponent
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*dimensionless area.shape factor
proportionality constant in growth rate expressions
rate constant in the nucleation kinetics expressions
dimensionless volume shape factor
I

•

units symbol for length

L

crystal size, £

M

units symbol for mass

m ■

j mass fraction, M/£3

m^

moments of order k, ///£ ^

^

solids concentration in the crystallizer, M/£3
n

population density, #/£4

P

production rate, M/t

Prod

dimens ionles s third moment for the product distribution,
r oo

o

/ C yx3dx
Jo

A
Q '

flow rate taken positive for flow into the crystallizer and
negative for flow out, £3/t

Qm
Qg

equivalent flow rate, £3/t
;

Q
r
Rec

overall flow rate, £3/t
objective function

'1

v~o
dimens ionles s growth rate, G/G
dimens ionles s integral representing the mass of recycled fines,
0

s

p7

Cw'Cp)yx3dx

Laplace variable
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Scl

scaling factor used in forming the dimensionless particle size,
G°T, &

Susp

dimensionless third moment for the crystallizer distribution,,
/”yx3dx

t

units symbol for time

T

residence time,, t

V

clear liquor volume,

Z3

total volume of the crystallizer,
w

Z 3

distributed weight distribution function, jl*™1
weighting factor in the second type of objective function

x

dimensionless particle size,

y*

dimensionless independent variable in the steady-state popula
tion balance, m / h

y

L/ScZ

'^IdlSdnlilbnl'e'ss population density, n/h°

y_^

dimensionless input population density, n^/h°

z

dimensionless concentration, (c-c )/.(c-c )

z^

dimensionless inlet concentration, (c^-c^)/(c-c^)

Superscripts
0

condition at minimum size
average quantity
steady-state quantity or arbitrary time-independent quantity

Subscripts
E

external conditions

1

input to crystallizer

I

internal conditions
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j

integer counter

k

integer counter

o

outlet conditions

p

product conditions

r

recycle conditions

T

total quantity

Greek Letters
a

dimensionless crystal volume, 3K^t /q GnL2dL

a*

crystal volume group, 3Ky T/o G*nL2dL, t/£

Y

coefficient in growth rate expression, 1/(G°T),

e

clear liquor fraction in the crystallizer, 1-Ky/^nL^dL

ei

clear liquor fraction in the feed,

8
O

clear liquor fraction in the product, 1-K^/^C^nL3dL

8

dimensionless time, t/T

U

units symbol for microns

P

crystal density, M/£3
dimensionless population density in Laplace space

Symbols
#

number of crystals in a differential size range

V

APPENDIX A

GENERALIZATION OF WORK BY ABEGG, STEVENS, AND LARSON

The growth rate model proposed by Abegg, Stevens, and Larson (1)
xs
G = G° (1.0 + YL)b

The authors state that if y =

1

(1)

and b = 0, then the population

balance reduces to the constant, growth rate form.

If b is set equal to

zero5 Equation 1 reduces directly to a constant which is

G = G° (1.0 + y L)° = G°

(2)

To be correct, the authors* Equation 23 requires y to be set
equal to 1/G°T in. order for the expression to reduce to the correspond
ing McCabe* s delta L Law form.

The authors * Equation 23 is

n(L) = Kg n° (1 + y l ) ^ exp[- ^

— ]

(3)

.1-b
b) 3

(4)

where K^ = exp[1/(1-b)]
In corrected form Equation 3 is

n(L) = K 3 n° (1 +YL ) "b exp

where K 3 = exp

^

(i _ b T ]
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Now if b is set equal to zero $ Equation 4 reduces to the classical
exponential .form independent of the value of y.
in the following expressions.
a =

This is illustrated

Letting b = 0

exp[go^]{exp[-

(5)

Simplifying Equation 5 gives
O

n

n

r

exp

1
Ty

g°

1
Ty

YL

n

.

G° T y h

/y\

(6)

and finally reduces to the classical exponential form

n = n° exp[-go^]

(7)

This shows that the growth rate model contains two arbitrary param
eters which can be varied to alter the shape of the population
distribution.
The authors! Equation 26 is only correct if y:equals 1/G° T.
This restriction is unnecessary and the general form of Equation 26
should be
y(x) = K 3 (1 + Ax) b exp [~

where

4^)

^b < 1

K 3 = exp ^(l- - b')"3
A

= y G° T

y (x) =

n

'

(8)
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